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Bill Cosby Pushes for
Education

Bill Cosby

WASHINGTON, DC Bill Cosby says young
black people - and their
families - should realize
how much people back in
the day had to go through
to get an education.
The comedian took
part in an NAACP event to
mark the 50th anniversary
of the Supreme Court deci
sion in the Brown versus
Board of Education case.
He noted that there
were people who "marched
and were hit in the face
with rocks to get an educa
tion" - but now there are
"knuckleheads
walking
around" who don't take

their schooling seriously.
He called on parents to
take an active role in rais
ing their kids, urging them
to "take the neighborhood
back."
Though Cosby's re
marks about education
were serious, he also poked
fun at one of his fellow
comedians.
At one point in the cer
emony, comedian Dick
Gregory pretended to run
off with the medal he pre
sented to Cosby. Cosby
said of Gregory: "This is
what happens when they
get old."
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The Queen of Soul
Brings Down the House!
bv Candace K. Clarke
Challenger
Assistant
Editor
CLEARWATER
"Guess who I saw...?" I
rambled into the phone,
barely keeping it together.
Before my friend could
even think about it, I
spilled out the answer. "I
saw Aretha Franklin!"
I still couldn’t get over
it. Neither could my friend,
who was both happy for me
and irritated at the same
time for not getting the in
vite to go to Ms, Franklin’s
concert. "You don’t under
stand, I’m such a big friend
of hers," she told me.
"Chain of Fools," "Natural
Woman"...she was rattling
off a list of the Queen’s hits
pretty quickly.
I can’t blame her for
being excited. I still could
n’t get over the chance that
I had to meet the Queen of
Soul. This songstress - a
Grammy award wihner, a
Rock N’ Roll Hall of Fame
inductee, a woman with a
larger-than-life presence,
amazing voice, amazing
songs, and more than forty
years in the business,,.

Aretha Franklin and
struck. Especially when
she called, after about a
week of playing phone tag
in trying to set up an inter
view.
Talk about an unex
pected phone call. What do
you say when the voice on
the other end, calling your
cell phone, says, "Hi...this
is Aretha Franklin."
My response: "Huh?"
The words, "Hi, how are
you?" managed to fumble
out of my mouth. I know I
asked her how she was
doing at least twice before I

yeah, I was definitely star

was able to pull myself

Are wedding bells in the air?
If so, contact The Weekly
Challenger! We’d love to
publish your photos and
announcements!
Challenger

Assistant Editor Candace K. Clarke

together, long enough to
hear her extend backstage
passes to me to see her
after the concert at Ruth
Eckerd Hall.
Dressed in a flowing
peach gown, her hair cas
cading down her shoulders,
Ms. Franklin took the stage
a little after 9 p.m. last
Wednesday night. The
show, quite simply, was
amazing. Hundreds of fans
packed the seats of Ruth
Eckerd in Clearwater to
celebrate the feel-good
sounds of soul and gospel
as song by Ms. Franklin.

Backed by the H.B. Barnum-led Aretha Franklin
Orchestra, which included
her son, Teddy Richards,
Ms. Franklin’s kicked off
the show with her 1960s
hit, "Won’t Be Long,"
immediately getting the
fans to their feet.
Not wasting any time,
Ms. Franklin sung through
a string of hits, both classic
and new, giving the audi
ence pure emotion. Having
dancers take to the stage
for songs like "Chain of

Queen
continued on pg. 5

The Starlights Sparkle
by Linda Young
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG A group of 15 young girls
presented a program of 30
separate acts of current top
ical interest that displayed
their talent at performing
skits, plays and drama, giv
ing speeches, interviewing,
singing, dancing and mod
eling.
Known as the Star
lights, this group of girls is
part of a non-profit organi
zation called Starlights
Performance Arts Inc.,
begun by Deloris GreenFoster in 1979. Her goal
was to provide a way for
girls to use performance art
with a Christian outlook to
express themselves in a
positive way. Nearly 200
people attended the event
last Saturday at the Enoch
Davis Center.
It was the 24th public
performance by the group.
Over the years, approxi
mately 1,000 girls have
participated. Not all stay in
the group because of the
discipline and other re
quirements including per
sonal behavior and show
ing her their report cards,
Green-Foster said.
Brunch had preceded
the program and the audi
ence sat at the tables
dressed in the symbolic
cplors of Africa for the pro
gram. Each table had a
cloth of either green
(earth), red (blood), or gold
(unity) with a band of black
(power) across each upon

photo by Rassi

emphasis centered on what
not to do as well as what to
do. In one scene Starlight
Tamara Williams said,
"love is the guiding princi
ple" to bestow on .friends
and enemies alike because
"Christian love is uncondi
tional."
Through song, dance
speeches, skits and plays
the girls addressed the
problems of the world that
they are growing up in.
Age-old problems such as
gossip received a light
touch that had many in the
audience laughing until
they cried as they recog
nized the reality portrayed.
The newer problems such
as what it is like to be bom
to a crack-cocaine addicted
mom, starting life in with
drawal and virtually moth
erless brought tears of
another sort to the eyes of
many.
Although they leam to

Jamaican international student Deon Reid is enrolled
in SPC's nursing program
by Linda Young
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG -

Senior Starlights (L-R): Brittany Turner, Akilah Wright and Britteny Lewis
which stood a vase holding
long stem roses and carna
tions. The theme of sym
bolic colors continued in
the stage backdrop as well.
Part I. was the Youth
Christian Experience. The
program began with each
girl introducing herself
with a personal commen
tary on the difficulty and
misunderstandings of being
young and a Christian. The
common thread was that
being a Christian girl does
not preclude listening to
music including hip-hop,
rap or R&B, going to
movies, hanging at the mall
with friends, talking on the
phone or just plain being a
girl.
The big message was
love. Loving yourself, lov
ing others and knowing
God loves you even when
you make mistakes because
no one is perfect, but trying
to be better is the key. The

Jamaica I Pledge

act, sing, dance and model,
the girls, aged 8 to 17, are
also expected to focus on
their personal growth and
education as well as dis
play respect for themselves
and others according to
principals of Christian
faith. So, three senior
Starlights Britteny Lewis,
Brittany Turner and Akilah
Wright interviewed three
Christian leaders, to dis
cover what ministers from
different churches have to
say about topics of concern
to today's youth.
The three poised teens
compared and contrasted
the minister's views on a
variety of topics using
quotes from the interviews
that they conducted.
Starlight music director
Nikita Lane said, "empow
ering the youth means get
ting youth ready for things

Starlights
continued on pg. 5

Just as the words "open
sesame" could yield the
fictional treasure in Ali
Baba's cave, the words
"Jamaica I Pledge" can
yield the real treasure of
math and science textbooks
for elementary school chil
dren in Jamaica.
Western Union Finan
cial Services announced
recently that they joined
with the Jamaican Ministry
of Education to create a
community project called
The Jamaica I Pledge ini
tiative to provide up to
$200,000 for text books
and school supplies. The
reason for this project is
that the school system in
Jamaica does not provide
textbooks for students as
the U.S. school system
does.
Since Western Union
has many customers who
wire money from Florida
to Jamaica, they decided to
step in with an initiative to
provide the textbooks that
those kids need to be pre
pared for school, said Venise Whittingham, Carib
bean marketing manager
for Western Union.
With the poverty rate
at 34.2-percent, compared
to l2.7-percent in the U.S.
and nearly nine percent
more of their population of
school age than in the U.S.,
the need for textbooks to
educate this generation is
crucial.
Anytime between now
and July 31 when a person
in Florida wires money to
Jamaica and at no cost to

them if they use the words
'Jamaica I Pledge,' Western
Union will give $1
"towards a fund for pri
mary school textbooks for
this year," said Whitting
ham. As an extra bonus, all
participants have a chance
in a drawing for 20 round
trip airfares to Jamaica.
Western Union began
in 1851 as a telegraph com
pany sending messages and
is now primarily a provider
of financial services in
cluding transfer of money
between countries. It is the
largest money transfer net
work in the world and
launched money transfers
on the Internet in 2001.
Whether the money
transfer from Florida to
Jamaica is done through an
agent, by telephone or
Internet as long as the
sender uses the words
"Jamaica I Pledge" West
ern Union will donate $1 of
their own money to the text
book fund.
Deon Reid is an inter
national student from Man
chester, Jamaica, studying
for her nursing degree at
St. Petersburg College.
"I really do think they
need it. I'm excited that
Western Union wants to
help to give back to their
community there," Reid
said. She explained that
they need people "to
donate more services to the
public school system in
Jamaica.”
Although her parents
could afford to send her to
school and also buy text
books, Reid said that not

Jamaica
continued on pg. 10
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We Value Diversity. We Value Education. We Value History.
A knowledge of his
tory brings a feeling of
fellowship that runs
through the ages - be it a

territory, a village, a dis
trict, or a nation. To live
without history is likened
to living without a form

of memory. To be with no real foundation, and lenger is committed to both the young and old
out history is to live very little meaning for featuring articles of all generations.
ethnic culture for the
without roots or a past, the future.
The Weekly Chal- reading enjoyment of
with the present having

Seeking Political Gains on Iraq Challenge for
Bush, Kerry
bv Ron Fournier
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON, D.C.
(AP)- President Bush and
rival John Kerry are strug
gling to navigate the tough
political terrain of the Iraq
war, trying to gain an elec
tion-year advantage in a
conflict that has cost 800
U.S. lives and may grow
more deadly.
Bush's strategy is to
shift voters' attention to a
broader, more popular war
- the fight against global
terrorism.
The answer is just as
elusive for Kerry, who
finds the Republican in
cumbent moving toward
his positions on Iraq while
fellow Democrats seem to
be turning away.
One thing is clear:
Neither candidate is above
playing politics with war.
With support for his
policies plummeting, Bush
has launched a campaign to
persuade Americans that
Iraq is worth shedding
more blood. Using some
variation of the word "ter
ror" 19 times, Bush said in

an address last Monday
night that the war he started
is part of an epic struggle
against terror.
A free and secure Iraq
"will be a decisive blow to
terrorism," he declared.
Last Tuesday, the Bush
campaign aired an ad ac
cusing Kerry of "'playing
politics with national secu
rity." The commercial takes
liberties with the Massa
chusetts senator's record on
the Patriot Act, which ex
panded the government's
surveillance and detention
powers following the Sept.
11, 2001, terrorist attacks.
A day later, Attorney
General John Ashcroft
warned that al-Qaida is de
termined to launch attacks
in the United States over
the next few months. While
nobody doubts that Amer
ica is under constant threat,
some officials suggested
that Ashcroft overstated his
case in a rare news confer
ence.
A senior administration
official privy to the latest
intelligence said there is no
new information about

threats against the United
States.
The official, who
spoke on condition of
anonymity to avoid pub
licly contradicting the
White House and Justice
Department, said he and
colleagues outside the two
buildings have privately
questioned whether Ash
croft's move was politically
motivated.
Reflecting the govern
ment's ambiguity, the na
tional color-coded threat
level did not increase des
pite Ashcroft's warnings.
"There's not a consensus
within the administration
that we need to raise the
threat level," Homeland
Security Secretary Tom
Ridge said.
White House press sec
retary Scott McClellan de
nied there was a political
aspect to the threat report,
saying, "the people who
the attorney general and the
FBI director issued bul
letins for yesterday are real
people who represent a real
danger to America."
Although
Kerry

spokeswoman Stephanie
Cutter said nobody should
underestimate the constant
threat facing America, she
insisted that "when the ad
ministration launches an
attack ad on John Kerry on
terrorism, then makes a ter
ror alert on the same day
they're trying to undermine
John Kerry's record, it
doesn't take a mathematical
genius to see that it adds up
to politics."
The numbers do add up
to trouble for Bush.
Polls show his job
approval rating at the low
est point of his presidency
as an increasing number of
Americans - 65 percent in
one survey - say the United
States is bogged down in
Iraq. Bush also has lost
some ground in state and
national match-ups with
Kerry.
The Republican's prob
lems multiplied when the
death toll mounted, coali
tion forces failed to find
weapons of mass destruc
tion and photos showed'
U.S. soldiers abusing Iraqi
prisoners - making it hard-

er for the administration to
convince voters that the
war in Iraq is part of the
broader fight against terror
ism.
So the president faces
this conundrum: While 58
percent in a Washington
Post-ABC poll said they
disapprove of his handling
of Iraq, the same percent
age approve of Bush's work
against terrorism. Six in 10
still call him a strong
leader.
Kerry, a decorated Vi
etnam War veteran, hopes
his service and a raft of for
eign policy speeches show
voters that he also can be a
strong commander in chief.
But he has voted both ways
on Iraq - against the Per
sian Gulf War in 1991 and
in favor of force in the cur
rent conflict - and other
national security issues,
which Republicans argue
would make him a poor
wartime steward.
Polls show that a ma
jority of Democratic voters
want U.S. forces with
drawn from Iraq, and some
foreign policy leaders in

the party want the United
States to set a firm date.
Like the president, Kerry
says he won't support a
withdrawal until Iraq is sta
bilized.
Kerry believes setting
an exit date is bad policy,
say advisers who also ar
gue that it would be pohticaUy unwise to offer an ex
it strategy - or a more detailed plan for Iraq - that
Bush could criticize.
No stranger to mid
course corrections, Bush
has slowly moved toward
Kerry's internationalist po
sitions on Iraq, leaving few
differences.
That has
forced Kerry to focus on
whether Bush can carry out
those policies in a world of
new enemies and jilted
allies.
Kerry's argument on
Iraq boils down to: The
only way to fix Iraq is to
replace the president.
Ron Fournier has cov
ered the national politics or
the White House for The
Associated Press since 1993.

Marcus Dixon: A Small Example of a Greater
Problem
..........——— - ;——
-----------bv Lisa Fritsch
A New Visions
Commentary
"Marcus Dixon had it
all." "Marcus Dixon is
being punished because he
is a black man who slept
with a white girl." "Georgia
is a still a racist place for a
black man."
Marcus Dixon was also
weak. A high school stu
dent in Rome, Georgia,
Marcus Dixon recently fell
from a being an honor roll
student and a football star
with a bright future, with
plans to attend Vanderbilt
University, to being con
victed of aggravated child
molestation (a charge car
rying a mandatory ten-year
jail sentence.)
It all revolved around
an incident of sexual indis
cretion. Dixon was eight
een when it happened.
Kristie Brown was only 15.

Dixon was an athlete
with a promising future
He said it was consensual
sex. She charged rape. The
jury declared it consensual
sex, but was forced to
deliver the / stiff sentence
because she was three
months shy of being 16.
That made it a case of
aggravated child molesta
tion.
I saw Dixon's story on
"Oprah Winfrey" and
immediately grieved for
the loss of his youth, life
and a promising future.

One loss I was not able to
grieve for, however, was
his innocence. Many think
the real reason he is serving
ten years is because he is a
black man who had sex
with a white woman in the
South. Others claim it's a
misuse of the statute by the
prosecution. I say it's about
the consequence of the
character and actions of our
young people.
While I do believe it's a
shame this young man was
robbed of his future for
simply having sex, I think
we are ignoring the more
pertinent issue. Sex among
teens has become way too
casual. Sex is being mistak
en by youth as a sport, not
a commitment or an act to
be shared with a person
they truly care about.
These days, teens see
nothing wrong with having
sex with some-one they

aren't even courting. More
than this, teens view oral
sex as safer sex, both emo
tionally and physically. I
know many will say that
teaching abstinence is an
archaic principle that does
n't work. If not abstinence,
then, can't we at least teach
our children that "hit and
runs" are immoral and lack
the virtue that sex is meant
to have?
I believe Dixon's situa
tion may have played out
differently if he'd had some
type of relationship with
Brown before and after this
incident. But permissive
attitudes may have given
Dixon the idea that he*
could enter into a sexual
relationship with Brown
after just a flirtatious con
versation. Had he courted
her, it might have ended in
a consensual relationship,
saving him the stigma of

both the rape and child our lives that cause terrible
things to happen to us. Our
molestation charges.
It's never okay for a own character usually
man to have relations with catches up with us.
a woman if he has no inten
To ignore that Marcus
tion of future contact. For Dixon had a hand in the
any man to believe it is all cards being dealt to him is
right to use a woman's to refuse to look at the
body so intimately for his entire picture. It is my
pleasure and discard that thought that, even if the
woman like a candy wrap statute that put him behind
per is a problem in our bars did not exist, he still
society from high-school had a lesson to leam. Per
kids like Dixon to grown haps not ten years of learn
and married men like Kobe ing, but a lesson neverthe
Bryant.
less.
Lisa Fritsch is a member
Of utmost concern to
me is also the fact that our of the National Advisory
young people are not re Council of the African-Amer
specting themselves or ican leadership network Pro
ject 21.
each other. Without the
Note: New Visions Com
benefit of healthy morals, mentaries reflect the views of
Dixon's troubles were sim- their author, and not necessar
ply lying in wait - there to ily those of Project 21.
emerge sooner rather than
later. When we make
choices toward a weaker
path, it is not the people in

Bill Cosby: Politically Incorrect-Culturally
Necessary------- ------ ---------------------- -------------bv Ron Jackson
Bill Cosby is a funny
man and one of America’s
most influential entertain
ers. His humor and influ
ence crosses generations,
socio-economic, and racial
boundaries. The comedian,
actor, and activist may
have to add shocker to his
repertoire.
Speaking at a recent
event commemorating the
50th anniversary of the
Brown vs. Board of Educa
tion decision that made
separate but equal schools
illegal, Cosby touched a
few nerves and even
shocked some leaders of
the NAACP.
Cosby was reported as
saying, "Ladies and gentle
men, the lower economic
people are not holding up

their end of the deal. These
people are not parenting.
They are buying things for
kids—$500 sneakers for
what? And won’t spend
$200 for Hooked on Phon
ics." He added, "They’re
standing on the comer and
they can’t speak English. I
can't even talk the way
these people talk: "Why
you ain't," "Who you is?"
Everybody knows it’s im
portant to speak English
except these knuckle
heads."
Bill Cosby may be a
funny man, but his com
ments were accepted as
humor only because he said
it His words rang true,
though. But before we
nominate him for the Nobel
Peace Prize, or give him
another Hollywood star for

presenting some earth shat
tering revelations, remem
ber that what he said has
been said by employers and
teachers for years. Only
they had to say it under
their collective breaths out
of fear of retribution. Visit
any junior high school with
a large minority popula
tion. Talk to teachers off
the record.
Visit human resource
departments and ask them
how many applications end
up in the trash because of
incompleteness. Or how
many jobs are lost before
the interview even starts
because applicants cant
make it on time.
Now that a famous per
son has said it, maybe
someone will take note.
Because it was Bill Cosby

who made the remarks, this
will not become a full-scale
scandal. Cosby has the
ability to take black barber
shop talk and make it uni
versally appealing. Had it
been another black conser
vative, the likes of Arm
strong WiHiams, Ward
Connerly, or Chief Justice
Clarence Thomas there
would not have been any
laughter. Cosby is rich and
famous and wont join the
rankings of Uncle Toms for
saying unflattering things
about blacks.
Imagine if business
man and former presiden
tial candidate Ross Perot
had used the term, “these
people.” Oops, he did say
that once in a speech and
was labeled a racist. What
if someone other than a

famous entertainer had said
that he couldn’t talk to
black kids because of a lan
guage barrier?
The use of "knuckle
heads" in Cosby’s speech
in reference to kids who
can’t speak properly wiU
go right over the heads of
the intended audience, par
ents of the knuckleheads.
Now, if he had described
them using endearing terms
such as female dogs and
garden tools, he would get
their attention.
Some wiU be offended
by the stereotypical re
marks and attempt to justi
fy or make excuses for the
lack of language skills of
far too many black kids.
The slavery syndrome arg
ument and the Ebonics as a
real language claim will

resurface.
The former television
doctor added, "You can't be
a doctor with that kind of
crap coming out of your
mouth." In today’s world,
you can’t be a plumber, electrician, policeman, or
any other professional that
serves and depends upon
the public.
When kids are wearing
$200 gym shoes that may
not be their first pair and
someone faults slavery for
their educational failing,
that shouldn’t make us
laugh. Not even if Bill
Cosby said it.
Ron Jackson is a colum
nist for the Kankakee Daily
Journal, author, and motiva
tional speaker. He can be con
tacted at
ronjackson@rijaxn.com.
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SARASOTA / MANATEE AREA
New Neighborhood Grant Cycle Announced
Classes are scheduled
in June and July to teach
citizens the application
process for the Sarasota
County
Neighborhood
Grant program. Neighbor
hood associations, homeowners associations and ad
hoc groups of neighbors
seeking to enhance the qua
lity of life in their neigh
borhoods may apply for the
next cycle in the Grants
Program after having at
least one representative

attend one of the following
certification classes:
• Wednesday, June 16,
6:30 p.m., County Administration Center, 1660 Ring
ling Blvd., Sarasota
• Thursday, June 17,
6:30 p.m., George Mullen
Activity Center, 3025 N.
Port Blvd., North Port
• Monday, June 21,
6:30 p.m., Englewood
Sports Complex, 1300 S.
River Road, Englewood
• Wednesday, June 23,

6:30 p.m., Woodmere Park,
3951 Woodmere Park
Blvd, Venice
• Thursday, July 8,6:30
p.m., Nokomis Community
Center, 234 Nippino Tr.,
Nokomis
• Thursday, July 15,
6:30 p.m., County Admini
stration Center, 1660 Ring
ling Blvd., Sarasota
• Tuesday, July 20,
1:30 p.m., Gulf Gate
Library, 7112 Curtiss Ave.,
Sarasota

The
Neighborhood
Grant Program encourages
Sarasota County residents
to take an active role in
determining their neighbor
hoods’ needs. Neigh
borhood grants can help
preserve and enhance the
quality of life in neighbor
hoods by providing match
ing grants to help fund
needed improvement proj
ects. Grants are awarded
for projects that provide
public benefit by providing

safety, preserving character
and value, building neigh
borhood leadership or en
hancing
neighborhood
health.
The deadline for sub
mitting grant applications
is Monday, Aug. 30, at 5
p.m. For more information,
contact Amy Wood, neigh
borhood coordinator, at
(941)
861-5415
or
awood@scgov.net.

2004 Citizens Opinion Survey Finds
Government Responsive-----------------Sarasota County resi conducted to obtain infor tax proposals and quality of
dents gave high marks to mation from the public life.
county government in the about their policy prefer
When asked about
2004 Citizens Opinion ences and evaluate the strengthening and diversi
Survey for being respon effectiveness, efficiency fying the county’s econom
sive to their views and con and equity of county offi ic base, Sarasota County
cerns, for communicating cials’ performance. County residents overwhelmingly
its actions and positions officials use the results to agree (88 percent) that suc
and for finding out what guide decisions, plan pro cessful economic develop
residents think about taxes grams and improve the ment planning should be
and services.
delivery of services.
the primary responsibility
Results from the annu
Each year the survey of both government and
al survey were presented repeats a number of key business working together.
today to the Board of questions to track the pub
A majority of those
County Commissioners by lic’s response and adds surveyed (61 percent) also
Dr. Susan MacManus of questions to cover new believe the county must
the Department of Govern areas of policy and deci work equally hard to retain
ment and International sion making. In addition to current jobs/businesses and
Affairs at the University of government responsive attract new ones. Four fac
South Florida.
ness, this year’s survey ex tors stand out as deterring
This is the l3th year plored economic develop new industries and compa
for the survey, which is ment, community housing, nies from moving to Sara-:

sota County:
• Over-regulation, high
taxes and fees, cited by 17
percent of the respondents.
• The area’s high cost
of living, 14 percent of re
spondents.
• Rapidly rising prop
erty and housing costs, 7
percent of respondents.
• The composition of
the county’s workforce, 10
percent of respondents.
Community housing is
perceived as a serious pro
blem in Sarasota County by
a large portion (85 percent)
of the survey respondents.
However, 76 percent of
them say it hasn’t been
much of a problem for
them personally. The ma-

jority of county residents
surveyed are against poh
cies that might put a brake
on rising housing costs if
those pohcies affect their
neighborhoods: 52 percent
oppose offering tax incen
tives to builders, 61 percent
do not favor allowing zon
ing changes, 73 percent are
against paying higher taxes
to build more .governmentfinanced low income hous
ing units and 74 percent
say they would not support
increases in housing densi
ty
This year’s survey
asked two tax-related ques
tions. An overwhelming 87
percent of respondents say
they favor renewing the

County Participates in National
Litter Prevention Program-------Sarasota County is one prevalent item found dur
of nine participants in the ing cleanups. "I am thrilled
national research program to have this opportunity to
of Keep America Beau include my county in the
tiful’s (KAB) Cigarette national program’s re
Litter Prevention Program. search on how to target
KAB Program Director this problem," said Sandra
Carrie Gallagher Sussman Washington,
program
said, "Sarasota County was manager.
chosen because of exem
The test campaign will
plary programs and leader be conducted in Sarasota
ship at the local level, June 14 through August 31
extensive community in at Main Street between
volvement, and the support U.S. 301 and Osprey Ave
of County Commissioners, nue, south to Ringling
local businesses, and com Boulevard. Also included
munity leaders."
are Fruitville Road to 4th
KAB launched its Street from U.S. 301 to
three-year Cigarette Litter Osprey Avenue and Links
Prevention Program in Avenue to East Avenue be
2002 after identifying cig tween Main Street and
arette litter (cigarettes, Ringling Boulevard. Pro
packaging and lighting gram results will be re
materials) as the most leased in December at the

penny infrastructure tax
that has supported the
building of roads, libraries,
schools, parks and water
systems over the past 15
years. Another 54 percent
would favor slightly higher
property taxes to support
the operation of parks and
libraries.
Sarasota County resi
dents say the top issues fac
ing the county are popula
tion growth/new develop-

ment (36 percent), traffic/
transportation (22 percent),
public schools (8 percent),
and water (6 percent).
The respondents in the
2004 survey are nearly
evenly divided as to
whether the quality of life
in Sarasota County today is
better, worse or the same as
it was five year ago. In this
year’s survey, 27 percent of
the surveyed Sarasota
County residents believe

KAB National Conference
in Washington, D.C., when
the national Cigarette
Litter Prevention Program
will be launched.
Keep America Beau
tiful, Inc., a national non
profit public education and
community improvement
organization, celebrated its
50th anniversary in 2003.
Through partnerships with
citizens, businesses, and
government, KAB moti
vates millions of volun
teers annually to improve
their neighborhoods. Keep
Sarasota County Beautiful
became a KAB affiliate in
1987, and enjoys the ongo
ing support of the cities of
North Port, Sarasota, Ven
ice, and the town of Long
boat Key.

that the quality of life in the
county has remained the
same over the past five
years, 27 percent say it has
improved, while 26 percent
think conditions have
worsened.
In conducting the sur
vey, 801 county residents
18 years of age or older
were polled between April
28-May 14. The margin of
error is plus/minus 3.5 per
cent.

COMMUNITY BRIEFS
Churches Learn How to Live
Heart-Healthy —-----------------—
American Heart Association's Search Your Heart program strives to
reduce risk of heart disease and stroke
ST. PETERSBURG
Cardiovascular disease is the
leading cause of death for
African-American men and
women, claiming the lives of
more than 100,000 annually.
At a recent kick-off dinner,
several local church volun
teers committed to being a
change agent for congrega
Janie McGrew of Mount Zion Progressive Missionary
tional health by implement
Baptist Church (left) and Barbara Stockton of
Pentecostal Temple Church of God in Christ (right)
ing the American Heart
share ideas after the recent Search Your Heart meeting
Association's Search Your
held at the James B. Sanderlin Family Center.
Heart program.'
Search Your Heart is a based organizations have es at-risk communities to
faith-based program teaching been at the center of commu empower themselves to lift
African Americans how to nities of color," said Carolyn their voices to become advo
reduce their risk of heart dis Swanson, co-chair of the cates of good health and to
ease and stroke through Pinellas Search Your Heart take their issues to lawmak
hands-on prevention educa task force and member of ers to make change.
• Stomp Out Stroke pre
tion, including health screen Mount Zion Progressive
ings, workshops and fitness Missionary Baptist Church. sents stroke warning signs
and nutrition activities.
"Faith-based organizations and risk factors and helps
"For us as a race, as a are an ideal setting for a participants do stroke screen
member of mankind, we have heart-health, educational pro ings.
• Stress Reduction ex
an uphill battle for our gram because it's where val
health," said Lounell Britt, ues and attitudes are shaped." plains the relationship be
The Search Your Heart tween stress and cardiovas
co-chair of the Pinellas
Search Your Heart taskforce program contains six activity cular disease and describes
how to identify and deal with
and a member of New Faith chapters including:
Free Methodist Church. "But
• Activities for Life stress.
"This is just how it
we can do something about teaches the importance of
ongoing physical activity, should work! People come
that."
Every Search Your Heart weight management and total together, share information
faith-based organization has fitness as part of heart- that can help them lead a
more healthy life and begin
a designated program liaison healthy living.
• Bread of Life offers to change the way we care
that facilitates the ongoing
program in their church. The healthy nutrition informa for ourselves," explained
coordinator plans and pro tion, recipes and tips on eat Britt. /To date, more than
motes events, recruits volun ing out and eating on the run. 15,000 faith-based organiza
• Check for Life shows tions across the country par
teers, contacts coordinating
participants
how to do ticipate in Search Your Heart.
agencies, and works with a
For more information
local American Heart Asso screenings for high blood
ciation representative to pres pressure, cholesterol and dia about Search Your Heart,
ent the program to church betes, as well as how to man contact Dianna King at the
age these diseases.
American Heart Association
members.
• Lift Every Voice teach by calling (727) 570-8809.
"Traditionally,
faith-

School News
Summer hours for Pi
nellas County Schools, in
cluding the Family Edu
cation and Information
Center (FEIC) locations
where school registration is
done, begin June 7. Offices
will be open 7:30 a.m.-5:30
p.m. Monday through Thurs
day until July 22. Regular
hours resume July 26.
Parents of students en
tering a Pinellas County pub
lic school for the first time
Aug. 3, including incoming
kindergarteners, must obtain
a school assignment from a
Family Education and In
formation Center. They are
located at 1101 Marshall St.
in Clearwater and 3420
Eighth Ave. S. in St. Peters
burg. The Clearwater phone
number is (727) 298-2858,
and the St. Petersburg phone
number is (727) 552-1595.
The following docu
ments are required at the
FEIC to obtain a school
assignment:
• A certified copy of the
child’s birth certificate or

other proof of birth date.
Children must be 5 on or
before Sept. 1, 2004, to start
kindergarten Aug. 3.
• Proof of residency such
as a utility bill with the par
ent or guardian’s name and
street address on it.
• The child’s Social
Security number.
• The child’s most recent
report card (for students
entering grades 1-12).
If a parent has questions
about what documents may
be accepted, he or she should
call an FEIC before going or
visit the Choice Plan web
site, www.pinellaschoice.
org.
Parents of elementary
students will complete the
registration process at the
assigned school beginning
July 21. Parents of middle
and high school students
should call the assigned
school for registration dates.
They will need the Florida
Certificate of Immunization
for DH680 (including specif
ic month, day and year of

shots) and a physical exami
nation form signed by a
licensed examiner within 12
months of registration.
Parents who move to a
different attendance area also
need to contact an FEIC
about getting a new school
assignment in the new atten
dance area. These parents are
urged to act as soon as possi
ble to avoid delays at the
FEIC locations during the
busy time right before school
starts.
New residents of Pinel
las County may visit an FEIC
as soon as they arrive to
obtain a school assignment
for their children. They need
the same documents listed
above for school registration
and may find more informa
tion about registration and
the Choice Plan process by
visiting the choice website at
www.pinellaschoice.org.
For more information,
contact Andrea Zahn, Choice
Plan communication at (727)
588-5172.

Legal Assistance at
the Sanderlin Center
The Community Law
Program will be providing
legal assistance on civil
and family matters at the
James
B.
Sanderlin
Neighborhood
Family
Center, on the second and

fourth Tuesday of the
month from 12:45 - 3 p.m.,
starting June 15.
The center is located at
2335 - 22nd Ave. S. Please
call (727) 321-9444 for an
appointment.

Power Wheelchairs
Available-------------------State Medical makes
available power (electric)
wheelchairs to senior citi
zens and permanently dis
abled of any age people,
usually at no out of-pocket
expense if they qualify. No
deposit is required.
The electric wheel
chairs are provided to
those who cannot walk and

cannot self-propel a manu
al wheelchair in their home
and who meet the addition
al qualifications of the pro
gram.
Call 1-800-340-8525
or visit www.statemedical.com for more informa
tion on the details of this
program.

We Welcome Your
Articles of Community
Interest

Ms,
We Specialize Also In:
Weight Loss Body Wraps
• Lymphatic Facials
• Sports Massage
• Carpal Tunnel
• Fibromyalgia
H.T. Wellness & Massage Center
NEUROMUSCULARMASSAGE
NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE
328-7600
3727 Central Avenue
LIC. #MM005879

FAX 328-8869

The truth is, a little of your time can make a lifetime
of difference. Because kids with something to do
are less likely to do drugs. Ym can help. For more
information on drug prevention programs in your
community, call or visit:

1877 KIDS 313
www.youeanh8lpklds.org
Office af NmmhmI Dwg Gwninl Policy
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TAMPA BAY AREA
THIS & THAT

by Mabel Cooper

(823-6092)
‘TIS THE SEASON
FOR OCCASIONS...”
Congratulations, best
wishes, bon voyage, best
of luck in your new home
and happy birthday.
I think that covers 70
percent of you. If you’re
not getting married, you’re
being promoted, going on
a trip, moving out of town;
if not, you are graduating,
or at the very least, having
a birthday. So cheers, all of
you, and we are proud of
you.
We always knew June
was the month for marry
ing and graduation, and in
some cases, both. But I do
believe I’ve never come
across a period of occa
sions for everybody. It’s
difficult to decide just
what to do or what to get,
because so many of our
“occasionees” are such
special people to us. I real
ly do an awful lot of won
dering. Got any sugges
tions?
$**
MEMORIAL DAY

DINNER
Elijah and Elaine
Berry, natives of our town,
on Memorial Day, enter
tained some friends with
what sounds like a delight
ful party. They were hav
ing a “Dixie Dinner” with
all the trimmings. There
were black-eyed peas, com
bread, ham, watermelon
and fresh peach ice cream,
all served up at their 42nd
St. S. home.
The dinner celebration
was given in memory of
their son who was killed
during the Korean conflict.
According to the hostess,
they all enjoyed them
selves and ended up crying
in their beer.
***

Wilmateen and
Johnnie Jones
LOVE IS STILL
IN THE AIR
One of our town’s
most popular couples, on
June 3,2004, celebrated 51
years of wedded bliss.
Johnnie and Wilmateen
Jones celebrated it with the
senior club of Friendship
M.B. Church on a five-day
trip to New Orleans, La.
On the return trip home,
the Jones will motor to
Atlanta, Ga.
They will spend two
weeks there with their

seven children, ten grands,
seven great-grands, other
relatives and friends. Then
the devoted couple will
motor home for a bit of “R
and R” before taking off
again.
According
to
Wilmateen, in the getting
around, they plan to check
out the ‘Neons’ Jazz Band
wherever they are playing.
Their oldest daughter,
Octavia Jones, is the
smooth jazz vocalist with
the band.
***
SISTERS VISIT FOR
MER HOMETOWN
On May 8, Johnnie
Thelma Jenkins along with
her sister, Essie Evans of
our town, motored to
Leary, Ga. for a threeweek vacation with their
relatives.
While there, they
houseguested with their
neice, Sonora Crayton, and
were entertained by their
sister, Bobby Taylor and
their brother, Alex Cray
ton, and wife Virginia. In
Albany, Ga., they were
guests of another sister,
Lou McBride and family.
Johnnie and Essie
were chauffeured to Geor
gia by Essie’s son, Al
Murphy, and back to our
town by Johnnie’s daugh
ter, Brenda and son.
***
BECOME TRUE
SENIOR CITIZENS
On May 30, our main
man, Clarence Hollis, cele
brated his 68th birthday
doing what he does best having a' few and letting
the good time roll.
Congrats Clarence.
***
OLD FOLKS ARE
WORTH A FORTUNE
Old folks are worth a
fortune - with silver in
their hair, gold in their
teeth, stones in their kid
neys, lead in their feet and
gas in their stomachs.
I have become a lot
more social with the pass
ing of the years; some
might even call me a frivo
lous old gal. I’m seeing
five gentlemen every day.
As soon as I wake,
Will Power helps me get
out of bed. Then I go to see
John. Then Charley Horse
comes along, and when he
is here, he takes a lot of my
time and attention. When
he leaves, Arthur Ritis
shows up and stays the rest
of the day. (He doesn’t like
to stay in one place very
long, so he takes me from
joint to joint.) After such a
busy day, I’m really tired
and glad to go to bed - with
Ben Gay. What a life!
♦**
Until Next Write Around,
STAYLOOSE!

There Is A Reason To Read
The Weekly Challenger!

Uhuru’s Call for Justice Probe in
McCullough Case-

Afrikan Anierican
Achievers Class of
’74 Holds 30th
Reunion----------------ST. PETERSBURG The Afrikan American
Achievers Class of ’74,
Inc. will be celebrating
their 30th Class Reunion,
June 18-20, under the
theme, "Six Schools United as One" (Boca Ciega,
Dixie Hollins, Gibbs,
Lakewood, Northeast and

St. Pete).
For more information
on this fun-filled weekend,
contact Jean M. Thompson
Johnson at (727) 8674486, Verline Rentz Moore
at Campbell Park Recre
ation Center at (727) 8937733, or LaGloria Johnson
at (727) 327-0891.

Course for Fathers
Scheduled at the
Sanderlin-------------ST. PETERSBURG Whether you’re a father,
step-father, grandfather,
father figure, or a fatherto-be, you are welcome to
join an "Electronic Father
hood" course for a friend
ly, informative, and unique
combined curriculum de
signed to build and encour
age well-rounded fathers!
Made possible through
a collaboration between
the James B. Sanderlin
Family Center and Family
Service Centers, Inc., each
week of the 10-week
course will feature a differ
ent issue important to
father’s today, as well as

separate hands-on basic
computer training. Topics
include goals of child
behavior, consequences,
family law legal issues and
power struggles.
The session will begin
Saturday, June 19; with
courses being held from
2:30 - 4:30 p.m. at fhe
Sanderlin Center, 2335
22nd Ave. S. The cost is
$40.
For more information,
please contact Adam
Mayefsky, Father’s Impact
program coordinator for
the
Family
Service
Centers, Inc., at (727) 4895218.

There Is A Reason To Read
The Weekly Challenger!

by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Were Pinellas County
deputies justified in shoot
ing Marquell McCullough
15 times after he led them
on a high speed chase?
Is it a coincidence that
two video cameras in
stalled on the deputies
cruisers
malfunctioned
during the shooting?
Yes, according to an
internal investigation by
the Pinellas County sher
iffs department last week
that justified the actions of
the deputies involved in
the McCollough shooting.
But not everyone is
taking their word about the
circumstances that led to
the fatal shooting.
The International Peo
ple’s Democratic Uhuru
Movement has asked the
U.S. Department of Justice
to step in and take an unbi
ased look at the shooting,
which occurred last month.
McCullough was shot
dead by two Pinellas
County deputies who sus
pected him of drug deal
ing. Deputies stated when
they tried to pull over
McCullough - who al
legedly had 30 pieces of
crack cocaine in his pocket
- he tried to escape by ram
ming his pick-up truck into

Us™
TAMPA BAY BLACK BUSINESS
INVESTMENT CORPORATION, INC.

Marquell McCullough
was killed by sheriffs
detectives after they
said the teen tried to
run them over,
their cruiser numerous
times, thus causing them to
open fire.
Both the Uhurus and
leaders of the National
Association for the Ad
vancement of Colored Peo
ple (NAACP) expressed
concerns over the exces
sive force displayed in the
shooting. The incident was
not caught on tape because
the deputies claimed the
cameras on their cruisers
were not working.
The
McCullough
shooting was reminiscent
of the 1996 police shooting
of TyRon Lewis, which
resulted in two days of
rioting. Ironically, a trial in
which Lewis’ family was
seeking $1.6 million from
the city for his death began
shortly after the McCul
lough shooting and result
ed in one day of civil
unrest.
Uhuru members urged
the U.S. Department of
Justice to investigate the

Grandmother Pearlie McCullough, left, and
mother Leola McCullough attend a news
conference.

St. Petersburg residents protest the shooting.

Several businesses were vandalized during the
civil unrest.
Lewis shooting and the
agency later cleared the
officers involved in that
ease of any wrongdoing.
This time around, the
Uhuru members are hoping

for a different outcome by
the Justice Department.
The agency is reviewing
the case.

Need a Loan for Your African-American-Business?
What is the Tampa Bay Black Business
Investment Corporation (BBIC)?
It is a non-profit corporation estab
lished to assist the development and
growth of African-American owned
businesses in Hillsborough and
Pinellas Counties. The goal of the
BBIC is to help African -American
owned businesses obtain needed capi
tal. The BBIC also administers loan
programs, which are not race specific.
The BBIC since its inception has fund
ed over $7,800,000 in loans.
The BBIC has a number of loan pro
grams;
the following are the most commonly
used:
• Direct Loan program that makes
loans from $5,000 to $20,000;
• Micro Loan program that makes
loans up to $5,000; and
• Loan guarantee program in partner
ship with our investor banks in
which BBIC will guarantee a loan
amount up to 50% or $75,000,
whichever is less.

Where Can I Apply?
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
2105 N. Nebraska Avenue„Tampa, Fl
33602
(813) 274-7925, Fax (813) 274-7927
E-mail: hs7g@ci.tampa.fl.us
PINELLAS COUNTY
Business Development Center
1045 16th Street South, St. Petersburg,
Fl. 33705
(727) 826-5785, Fax (727) 826-5976
E-mail: hs7t@ci.tampa.fl.us

News
Deadline

Preliminary Application
Name: ____________ ____________ _
Address: _____
’ _____________
City, State, Zip: __________________
Telephone number:
Name of Business:
Name & Title of Officer of Business :

Is
4 P.M.

Monday

You may be required to provide infor
mation such as: business plan, business
and personal financial statements, busi
ness and personal tax returns and other
information as needed.

Did yOU know
that 8 Out of
10 babies
born with HIV
are black?
If you are pregnant, get
prenatal care and ask
your doctor for an HIV
test.
If you have HIV or AIDS,
medical treatment can
help you have a healthy
baby.

Call 1.800.FLA.AIDS
for more information.

vww.wemokethecban^e.com

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

FIorida Department of HeoIth

Bureau of HIV/AIDS

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

AFTERSCHOOL PROGRAMS.
IGNORE THEM AND THEY’LL GO AWAY.

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

MO^rouiMMndN

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

AFTSRSCHOOLHOW.ORG

A

(813) 874-5581
1-866-KIDS-TODAy

Aftcvsckcol Ailt/nu 1

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues

Celebrating Our
Soldiers -----------A profile of a local officer

CSM Tony Purdy
ST. PETERSBURG Elizabeth LaShore wants
everyone to know just how
proud she is of her son,
stopping by the Challenger
office the other day with a
print-out from his battalion
company’s Web site. Thenslogan reads "Night Hides
Not; Changing Lives Citizens to Soldiers." She
is the proud mother of

Command Sergeant Major
(CSM) Tony Purdy.
Serving as the CSM of
the lst Battalion 56th Air
Defense Artillery regi
ment, Purdy was bom in
Gainesville, Fla., and
raised in St. Petersburg. A
Class of ’78 graduate from
Boca Ciega High School,
Purdy enlisted in the Army
in January 1979. He
attended the Basic Combat
Training
(BCT)
and
Advanced
Individual
Training (AIT) at Ft. Bliss,
Texas.
Some of his assign
ments inlcude: Ft. Stewart,
Ga.; Ft. Jackson, S.C.; Ft.
Bliss, Texas; Ft. Lee, Va.;
Germany and Kuwait. His
duty positions include
Vulcan Gunner, Light
Vehicle Driver, Senior

Gunner, Squad Leader,
Drill Sergeant, Officer
Basic Course Platoon Ser
geant, and Air Defense
Artillery Observer Con
troller at the National
Training Center (NTC) Ft.
Irwin, Calif.; Battery First
Sergeant (Ansbach, Ger
many);
Battery
First
Sergeant, Ft. Bliss, Texas;
Operations Major, Ft.
Bliss, Texas.
CSM Purdy’s Military
Education Includes the Air
Defense
PNCOC,
BNCOC, ANCOC, Drill
Sergeants School, the
USAMA lst Course and a
graduate of the United
States Army Sergeants
Major Academy Class 53
(USAMA) at Ft. Bliss,
Texas.
His awards and deco
rations include the Army
Meritorious Service Medal
(4th oak leaf cluster),
Army Commendation Me
dal 3rd oak leaf cluster),
Army Achievement Medal
(10th oak leaf cluster),
Army Good Conduct
Medal (8th award), Unit
Award, Army Drivers
Badge, and the Army Drill
Sergeant Badge.

Beat the School Rush
- Vaccinate Now------Immunizing your child
is one of the most loving
things you can do for him
or her because immuniza
tion prevents dangerous
diseases.
When your child
enters school, immuniza
tions are required. Without
an up-to-date immuniza
tion record, your child
won’t be permitted to
attend school.
Call or visit any of the
five Pinellas
County
Health Department centers
for free childhood immu
nizations:
• Clearwater Center,'
310 N. Myrtle Ave., (727)
469-5800
• Pinellas Park Center,
6350 76th Ave. N., (727)
547-7780
• Largo Center, 12420
130th Ave. N., (727) 588-

4040
• Tarpon Springs
Center, 301 S. Disston
Ave., (727) 942-5457
•
St.
Petersburg
Center, 205 Dr. Martin
Luther King St. N., (727)
824-6900
Plan to bring your
child along with their shot
record to one of the Back
to School Health Fairs:
• July 17 - Long
Center (North County) at 9
a.m.
• July 24 - John
Hopkins Middle School
(South County) at 9 a.m.
Note to Parents: Bring
along your younger chil
dren too. One out of four
infants in Florida are not
fully protected from vac
cine preventable diseases.

The Starlights perforin Part I of the Christian Experience.

Starlights
from front page
to come."
Indeed the organiza
tion seems to be succeed
ing at getting their youth
ready for the future.
Between scenes LeWis,
Turner and Wright talked
about their experiences
interviewing the ministers
but also about the trip the
group took to New York
City to visit museums and
tourist attractions and to
North Carolina to visit a
college. In fact, education
is emphasized to this
group.
Although Lewis, Tur
ner, Wright and fellow
Starlight Chastala Williams
have another year of high
school, they are preparing
for their careers as adults.
Turner plans to attend
Howard University in
Washington and become an

Queen
from front page
Fools," and "Respect,"
when a song asked for atti
tude, she gave it. We cele
brated with her when she
sang the heartened tunes
off of her new album, "So
Damn Happy;" her per
formance included the title
track and the song "Won
derful." When she wanted
us to feel the stir of what
she was saying, we got it.
This was especially true
with tunes like "A Rose is
Still a Rose," and "It Hurts

orthodontist.
Turner's
mom, Wanda Wilson, a
Starlights volunteer, said
she volunteers in Starlights
and appreciates GreeneFoster as "a great role
model" who brings in won
derful guest speakers for
the girls and stresses the

"importance of education."
Williams plans to be a
psychologist, Lewis plans
to attend Agriculture and
Technology College in
North Carolina and be
come a computer engineer
and Wright plans to attend
Berkley College of Music
in Massachusetts and
become a gospel singer.
In Part II, "The
Journey of an African
American," the first scene
was a soloist who, sang
every verse of the Negro
National Anthem a cappella. However, the song was
referred to by it's title "Lift

Like Hell," a song off of
the "Waiting to Exhale"
soundtrack. "Sometimes it
hurts to love so bad," she
sang, her head tilted back,
her eyes closed. Pure emo
tion.
The audience gave
back love at every turn.
Fans shouted out, "We love
you, Aretha!" One deter
mined woman delivered
flowers to the performer,
giving the crowd the
thumbs up as Ms. Franklin
placed them on her black
grand piano. Another high-

Ev'ry Voice and Sing."
Perhaps the reason came in
the next scene where a lit
tle Kiana Jordan delivered
a speech titled "Call me an
African American" where
she detailed each name
from the "N" word to
Negro, colored, black and
finally African American
that has been used as iden
tification causing identity
confusion.
The program dealt
with other serious issues as
well. These included the
subtle and overt racism that
biracial children face as
well as how to avoid date
rape and deal with abusive
relationships, friends on
drugs, violence at school
and other realities that
youth must handle as they
struggle to grow up in
today's world.
Beautiful Meiani is the seven month old daughter of the Starlights director of music Nikita Lane.

light came when the Clear
water City Manager, Bill
Home, presented Ms.
Franklin with a key to the
city, eagerly proclaiming
himself to be one of her
biggest fans. "I have to
something to tell you,” he
said to her grinning. "I’m
so damn happy, I’m stand
ing next to the Queen of
Soul!"
Yeah, she knew how to
get us on our feet. With her
talented trio of backup

singers, the Queen of Soul,
whose roots are in gospel,
knew how to blend her
voice into a brilliant
rejoice on the program
closing
"Freeway
of
Love." She changed it
from a rock/pop tune
something a little bit deep
er, taking us a little ways to
church, to one of those
moments when the choir
had you feeling really good
and caught up in the spirit,
dancing and clapping and

knowing how good it was
to feel alive.. .a wondrous,
soul- stirring, charismatic

essence, courtesy of the
Queen of Soul,
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“relationships
Could'a, Would' a,
Should'a

The Love Doctor
This past Friday, my
business required that I
visit one of the local bas
tions of intelligence and
righteous ideology. Need
less to say, such a place is
one which always wel
comes the stimulation of
conversation with your
Love Doctor. (Unfortu
nately, I am having to limit
these forays into the busi
ness establishments of my
friends. As you can imag
ine, the Love Doctor's
presence in a work place
has a severe impact on pro
ductivity, as folks gather
around to witness the wis
dom and wit flowing from
my tongue as smoothly and
effortlessly as they flow
from my fingertips.)
On this particular visit,
a writer friend of mine vol
unteered to offer a topic for

my column. (I wouldn't be
suprised if several columns
result from this visit.)
Three C, as I will call my
friend, is the same ener
getic and expressive wo
man who inspired the #2
column, "Does romance
have to end with mar
riage?" Three C began her
suggestion by expressing
her frustration with a cer
tain behavior of her hus
band. "Yeah, he'll go watch
a game or something with
his buddies, and on his way
out I'll tell him to bring
home milk for the baby.
Then he always conies
home without the milk." At
this point, from the look in
Three C's eyes, I know that
her husband always regrets
coming home without the
milk, diapers or whatever
else he should've brought

home for his child. His
behavior is unintentional
since, when asked, Three C
admitted that the guy is
always willing to and go
right back out to get what
ever he had forgotten.
Further conversation,
reveals that Three C is not
completely
dissatisfied
with her husband's father
hood, "He keeps the baby
just fine." Three C is real
ly upset because her hub
by's mind doesn't work like
she thinks it should. "He
should've remembered,"
was what she declared in
indignant frustration.
Before I begin my
analysis of Three C's situa
tion, let me first state that
in today's America, we fel
lows can make things more
peaceful at home if we
make the effort to include
some child rearing and
housekeeping items in our
mental checklist. (Remem
ber, it's the thought that
counts!) Either that, or we
must, somehow, get our
wives to understand how
those of us who grew up
playing with cars, trucks
and tractors, footballs, toy
soldiers, and cowboy and
Indian stuff might have
different thought process
than those who grew up
playing with dolls and doll
houses. (But that's a topic
for another column.)

Notice how I've high
lighted
two
words
(should've and frustration)
in the previous paragraphs.
If you have been reading
the Love Doctor for a
while, you may be astute
enough to have realized, by
now, that there is a fre
quently occurring relation
ship between them.
The English language
has a strange twist. There
are a few phrases which,
according to Webster's
Ninth Collegiate Diction
ary, are sometimes used to
to "express futurity from a
point of view in the past."
In other words, they are
used to describe something
in the past as if it were
before it happened. These
phrases are "would have,"
"should have" and "could
have." They imply the pos
sibility of changing some
thing in the past, a clear
impossibility usually pre
sented to you or me to
make us accept blame or
be uncomfortable with our
selves.
"I wish you would
have...", "You could've
helped me to..." or "You
know that you should
have..." are ways people
try to make you or me feel
bad about something we
can no longer change.
They are used to point out
things that are impossible

to do anything about. It's
simple. What should have
been, wasn't. It could have
been, maybe. Perhaps it
would have been, but it
didn't so its not. It's just a
way to waste time talking
about nothing when we
ought to spend our time
discussing what can be or
will be.
Look at what my
friend, Three C, said about
her husband. "He should've
remembered." No wonder
she's frustrated, that's not
possible. How can some
one "remembered?" The
fact is that he didn't re
member. Three C has to
accept that fact. She has to
make a- decision. She either
has to accept the forgetful
ness, break off the relation
ship, or content herself
with doing her best to in
fluence hubby into be
havior she feels is more
appropriate.
The point is that we
should always discuss
what is or what will be.
What is, simply is.
Everything
that
has
occurred in the past is
responsible for what is and,
until someone builds a
time machine, we are stuck
with accepting everything
up until now. About the
only other thing you cando
about it is feel frustrated or
guilty, losing valuable time

and energy which would
be better spent trying to
affect what will be.
Look, if you find your
self in an argument with
someone and "would've,"
"could've" and "should've"
begin to pop up, stop argu
ing. You aren't going to
solve a problem, you are
involved in trying to place
blame, make someone feel
guilty or venting your frus
tration on someone else,
none of which will change
your situation. If you really
want to improve some
thing, start a conversation
based on the future. Ask
your lover to respect your
feelings, now and next
time. Ask for help in the
future. Offer specific sug
gestions for improvement.
Choose a course of action.
The only way to change
the future is to do some
thing now. You see now is
the only time you can ever
do anything. This is the
minute that counts. The
last one is gone. What is,
is. What should have been,
never was!
If you like the column,
His Way Works, is a collection
in indexed book form and is
available online at www. love
directions.com or at many
fine bookstores. Lloyd Dennis
is available as a speaker;
email him at ld@lovedirections.com.

Author Discovers
Ideas for Love and
Black Success---------LAS VEGAS, Nev. Creative Communication
Publications is proud to
announce the publication
of “Black Relationship©
The Truth (Revised): A
Practical
Guide
to
Prosperous Relationships,”
Keith Lane. This book
offers the truth about
Black Relationships. It
examines for the first time
in any book an honest and
comprehensive look at the
attitudes and practices of
black male/female rela
tionships. Relationships
are difficult to maintain.
This book explores why
and will show you how to
have a more prosperous
relationship.
Over 40 million blacks
live in America. One mil
lion black males are in jail
and
prison.
AfricanAmerican relationships are
failing. Black mothers are
raising children alone to a
certain degree. Black men
and black women are not
communicating and there
is a lot of game playing.
Bishop Charles Blake of
one of the largest AfricanAmerican churches related
“the best way to destroy a
race and bring about its

genocide is to break up the
family.” While economics
and racism are doing a lot
to harm black male/female
relationships, the ultimate
harm is what we do to each
other. The time has come
to heal the black family.
Strong families will enable
us to develop greater phys
ical health, educational,
and financial successes.
As one of America’s
leading authorities on
male/female relationships,
Keith will reveal:
• The real reason black
men are leaving black
women for white women
• How being black in
America can be an asset
• Special tips for ath
letes and how they can
leam from the Kobe
Bryant sexual assault case
• What can break us
up, and what can bring us
close together
• Black men’s best
lines to get women into
bed
• Key ingredients in
relationships.
Keith Lane’s book is
available at Borders, 1445
W. Sunset Rd., Henderson,
NV 89104; (702) 4336222.

Every year, more people come to the same place for their family reunion.
Family reunions are meant for catching up With uncles, aunts, cousins and grandparents, not for running all over
tOWn. Especially when you can get everything at one place: Publix. While there, be sure to pick up the Publix Family
Reunion Planning Guide. In it, you’ll find a helpful shopping checklist, activity suggestions and money-saving
coupons for a delicious platter, Kodak film and more. Publix. Where shopping is a pleasure.
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SPORTS
More Than Two
Dozen Negro
Leaguers to Get
Pension from New
MLB Fund------------------

Former Negro Leagues player Buck O’Neil
bv Ben Walker
Associated Press
More than two dozen
players from the old Negro
Leagues will receive pen
sions from a charitable
fund to be established by
Major League Baseball, a
source told The Associated
Press.
The 27 players all
played part of at least four
seasons after Jackie Robin
son. broke baseball’s color
barrier in 1947. A manage
ment source, speaking on
condition of anonymity,
confirmed the agreement.
Details are expected to be
announced.
The agreement was
first reported by The’
Washington Post. Players
will have the option of get
ting $833.33 per month for
four years — a rate of
$10,000 per year — or $375
a month for life.
"That’s great. Good for
them," said former Negro
Leagues player Buck
O’Neil, chairman of the
Negro Leagues museum in
Kansas City. "They de
served to get something."
In March, commis
sioner Bud Selig told Sen.
Bill Nelson, D-Fla., that a
proposal would be made to
cover players left out of a
Negro Leagues pension
fund created in 1997. That
agreement set up annual
pensions of $7,500 to
$10,000 for players who
spent a total of four years

in the majors or Negro
Leagues, including at least
one day in the big leagues,
after 1947.
The players affected
by the new agreement did
not play in the majors.
Nelson had said these
players did not get a full
chance to make it because,
even after Robinson joined
the Brooklyn Dodgers, not
every team was integrated
until the Boston Red Sox
became the last club with a
black player in 1959.
"Not
every
team
thought it needed a black
ballplayer right away,"
O’Neil said. "The New
York Yankees didn’t until
they got Elston Howard.
The Red Sox didn’t,
either."
Howard began playing
for the Yankees in 1955.
Pumpsie Green joined the
Red Sox four years later.
"The older guys before
Jackie, they never had a
chance. Josh Gibson, my
self, others. Baseball was
segregated," O’Neil said.
"The guys after Jackie,
they at least had the oppor
tunity to get signed in the
major leagues. Some of
those guys in the Negro
Leagues after Jackie, they
weren’t good enough to
play in the majors.
"But
they
still
deserved something," he
said. "All right for them
that they’re getting a pen
sion."

Migraine Headache
Keeps Artest from
Attending Shoot
Around----by Chris Sheridan
AUBURN
HILLS,
Mich. (AP) - A migraine
headache kept Ron Artest
from attending Indiana's
morning shootaround Tues
day, adding to the Pacers'
uncertainty over who
would be available for
Game 6 of the Eastern
Conference finals.
Coach Rick Carlisle
said Jermaine O'Neal
(sprained knee) and Jamaal
Tinsley (left leg injuries)
likely would start, though
he said he would not hesi
tate to replace any player
who was not helping the

Ron Artest

team.
"That's something I've
talked to Jamaal about.
We'll see where he is,"
Carlisle said. "If it gets to a
point where it appears he's
not able to do what he
needs to do out there, or it
appears he could be com

promised, then I'm going to
have to make a tough deci
sion."
Artest also missed
practice Monday because
of a migraine headache but
traveled with the team from
Indianapolis.

Rape Case Divides U.S. On
Race-------------------------------------Public opinion is polarised and tensions grow as a black basketball star
is accused of raping a white woman.
bv Ros Davidson
It’s a sensational tale
with a potent mix: alleged
rape, a sports celebrity
whose image was impecca
ble, and race. Kobe Bryant,
a suave and handsome
African-American basket
ball player, appears in
court charged with raping a
white woman at a hotel
near the ski resort of Vail,
in Colorado, last June.
The superstar player
for the top-ranked Los
Angeles Lakers, Bryant,
25, will enter a plea during
the three-day hearing. Free
on bail, he denies the
charges, saying it was con
sensual sex, although adul
terous.
But he has now had to
drop out of the US
Olympic team and the US
senior team, because of the
timing of the trial in the
mostly white town of
Eagle in la,te August or
September.
The case has become
unusually ugly. The young
woman is facing "a nuts
and sluts" defence from
Bryant’s aggressive legal
team. Bryant’s lawyer
Pamela Mackey "mistak
enly" used the woman’s
name six times in open
court, a violation of
Colorado’s strict "rape
shield" laws.
A radio programme,
syndicated to 60 stations
across America, "outed"
her and broadcast her name
and where she lived.
On the same week as a
court hearing in October,
the Globe supermarket
tabloid ran her barely-dis
guised photograph* on page
one. The snapshot, from
her high school prom,
showed the woman seduc
tively hitching up her dress
to show her thigh.
In another develop
ment, Los Angeles prose
cutors accused a Swiss
bodybuilder and self-de
scribed member of the
Russian mafia of offering
to kill the 19-year-old for
almost £2 million. Her
address and phone number
have been circulating on
the internet for months.
The FBI has investi
gated death threats to the
local district’s attorney’s
office. Fights have broken
out in bars over the case,
which is sme to polarise
the country racially, as did
the trial of former Ameri
can football star OJ Simp
son, to which the Bryant
case has been compared.
Even the court made a
remarkable mistake last
summer. For an hour, its
website included the plain
tiff’s details. In another
incident, a photograph of
another woman from the
same village was posted on
the internet and described
as being a picture of the
Indiana trails the bestof-seven series 3-2.
O'Neal injured his left
knee in Game 4 by landing
awkwardly while going for
a rebound. Tinsley has been
hampered by injuries to his
ankle, knee and hamstring.
"We'll know more

Kobe Bryant and wife Vanessa answer questions
at a press conference
accuser.
The stakes are high for
Bryant. The youngest ever
player in the National
Basketball Association, he
faces from four years to
life in prison if found
guilty.
For years his image
has been ultra-cool if
stand-offish. He recorded a
hip-hop album, backed by
model Tyra Banks. He’s a
flashy player, multi-lingual
and from a middle-class
background, an unusual
twist in the most "inner
city" of American sports.
At 6' 6" tall and more
than 18st, he has been held
up as a role model for
young blacks, a family
man who often shunned
the celebrity circuit and
who doted on his wife and
small child. The athlete,
whose annual Lakers con
tract is worth £29 million,
had deals with Nike and
Coca-Cola.
"Trust me, race will be
a huge issue," Mike Paul,
an African-American and
head of a crisis PR compa
ny MGP & Associates,
said. "We’d like to say,
‘come on, hasn’t our nation
gotten to the point where
we don’t have to talk about
race?’ We’fe not even
close."
Polls have shown that
more blacks than whites
believe Bryant, is innocent
and will be denied justice
because of his colour. In
Eagle, a small town high in
the Rockies, Ku Klux Klan
supporters have handed out
leaflets stating: "Don’t
have sex with blacks."
Sheriff’s deputies have
also been reprimanded for
wearing T-shirts depicting
Bryant and a noose.
Since
the
charge
emerged Bryant has been
backed publicly by boxer
Mike Tyson, who was con
victed of rape in 1992 and
served three years in
prison.
Bryant was staying at a
resort nearby after a knee
operation when he met the
plaintiff, a student and
receptionist. A former
cheerleader, the woman
says that she wanted to
"fool around" but not have
sex. Prosecutors say photo
graphs taken after the

encounter will show bruis
ing and that the sex was
not consensual.
The defense will argue
in court, if the judge per
mits, that she was promis
cuous, preferred large
black men and was mental
ly unstable. It is also argu
ing that comments Bryant
made to detectives after the
incident are inadmissible.
And under cross-ques
tioning in a court hearing,
a prosecution witness said
that the plaintiff had anoth
er man’s semen on her
underwear. Her lawyers
have said she had consen
sual sex two days earlier.
The judge has issued a
"gag order" which means
that lawyers are officially
unable to talk to the media.
But both sides have been
leaking information to try
the case in the court of
public opinion, as so often
happens in America’s cele
brity trials.
Each side could sway
the potential jury pool,
sure to be a heated issue if
the case goes to trial.
Among information leaked
- and widely disseminated
t- is that the young woman
has "mental problems".
It was Susan Estrich, a
feminist lawyer and col
umnist for the country’s
biggest-selling newspaper,
USA Today, who described
the defence tactics as the
"nuts and sluts" defence. A
woman who cries rape will
be turned upon, she wrote
some weeks after Bryant’s
arrest on July 4, last year.
Estrich herself was.
raped as a young student
and remembers being
warned by police, before
she filed charges, what she
would have to withstand.
Evidence about any
past mental health prob
lems is only admissible if
the accuser’s history indi
cates she could be an unre
liable witness, says Chris
topher Mueller, a Univer
sity of Colorado law pro
fessor.
Bryant is being scruti
nised anew. The silence of
fellow basketball players
has been deafening, say
observers. Others say that
he was always too arro
gant, on and off the basket
ball court.

tonight," Carlisle said.
"Tinsley is sore and ap
pears to be having more
difficulty as the series goes
along, and Jermaine is sore
but we expect him to play.
Ron will be more of a
game-time decision."
Anthony Johnson was

to remain the primary
backup to Tinsley, with lit
tle-used veteran Kenny
Anderson the third option
at point guard.
Game 7, if necessary,
would be Thursday night at
Indiana.
The
winner
will

Richardson Says Firing Came
After Racial Comments, Not
Contract-----------------------------------by Douglas Pils
LITTLE ROCK (AP) Former Arkansas basket
ball coach Nolan Richard
son said that Arkansas
fired him after a news con
ference that included
racially charged com
ments, not for his promise
to leave the university if it
would buy out his contract.
Testifying in the feder
al trial of his discrimina
tion lawsuit, Richardson
said university Chancellor
John A. White and athletic
director Frank Broyles, in
telling him he was no
longer coach, cited a news
conference
at
which
Richardson complained he
was treated differently
because he is black.
The Arkansas officials
have said in their testimo
ny that they fired Richard
son after he said publicly
that, if the school paid him
his money, "they can take
the job tomorrow." White
said that, acting on Broy
les' recommendation, he decided to fire Richardson
in advance of the coach
invoking racial matters at a
Feb. 25, 2002, news con
ference in Fayetteville.
But Richardson testi
fied Tuesday that "I was
fired because of my
actions on the 25th. That's
what they told me."
Trustees Stanley Reed
and Gary George have tes
tified that University of
Arkansas System president
B. Alan Sugg called vari
ous board members the
night of Feb. 24, 2002, to
notify them of the upcom
ing firing. Trustee Joe
Hargrove, who said he did
n't see a basis for firing
Richardson, said Sugg was
not able to reach him until
Feb. 28.
Richardson sued the
university and its athletic
fund-raising arm, the
Razorback Foundation,
claiming racial discrimina
tion and violation of his
freedom of speech. Arkan
sas says it fired the coach
believing he had lost faith
in his ability to lead the
program, not for Richard
son's perception that he
was discriminated against.
At the Feb. 25, 2002,
news conference, Richard
son spoke of the slave
trade and how he expected

Former Arkansas basketball coach Nolan
Richardson
to be treated better.
"I did not come over
on that ship, so I expect to
be treated a little bit differ
ent," Richardson said then.
"Because I know for a fact
that I do not play on the
same level as the other
coaches around this school
play on. I know that. You
know it. And people of my
color know that. And that
angers me."
Richardson was the
only black coach among
17 head coaches at the
school.
Under
questioning
Tuesday by university
lawyer
Phil
Kaplan,
Richardson acknowledged
that at the time of his Dec:
18, 2003, deposition, he
could not think of any
examples in which the uni
versity
discriminated
against him while he was
covered by his final con
tract.
But in court this
month, Richardson has
said racial discrimination
included Broyles' not
extending his contract and
not offering him a raise as
some
other
coaches
received.
Richardson said Tues
day he received what
amounted to cost-of-living
adjustments and other rais
es given routinely to other
state employees, and said
he was never singled out
for a significant jump in
pay. However, under ques
tioning, he acknowledged
a salary increase from
$145,000-$175,000
to
more than $1 million
between 1985 and 2000.
He explained the in
crease in his pay was actu
ally a product of his own
negotiations with shoe and

apparel dealers until 1999.
"I raised most of my
money, all the time, until
my last year, when the uni
versity took over" and
negotiated an all-school,
all-sport deal with Reebok,
Richardson said.
The Reebok deal paid
Richardson
$500,000,
which was $100,000 more
than his previous deal with
Converse, which ran out a
year earlier. Richardson
said he had to ask Sugg to
intervene because he
believed Broyles was try
ing to short-change him.
The coach also said
both Broyles and associate
athletic director Katie Hill
had made racial slurs
directed at him, but added
that he had not made the
specific allegations before.
U.S.
District
Judge
William R. Wilson Jr.
struck the remarks from
the record after Richardson
lawyer John Walker admit
ted Richardson's testimony
regarding the slurs was
based on hearsay and
rumor.
Among alleged free
speech violations by the
university, Richardson in
cluded Arkansas' firing
him for remarks in his Feb.
25, 2002, news conference
and Broyles' failure to give
him a contract extension a
year into his final deal. He
said there were others that
he couldn't immediately
recall.
"I'm sure they'll come
back to me, but we'll go
with these now," Richard
son said.
Kaplan asked him to
try hard: "This is the only
chance I get to ask. This is
your day in court. This is
my client's day in court."

He has publicly ex
pressed remorse for what
he says was poor judge
ment and adultery. After
the charges were filed,
Bryant appeared with his
wife at a charity event. The
new £2.5m diamond ring
she wore for the occasion
was widely described as
his apology to her. And
Bryant sported a new tat
too on his arm, Vanessa his wife’s name.

News Deadline 4 P.M. Monday

advance to play the Los
Angeles Lakers in the NBA
Finals beginning Sunday
night.
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STATE NEWS
Florida Hoping to Avoid Problems as
Voting Rolls Purged of Felons---------bv Brendan Farrington
Associated Press Writer
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
(AP) - Supervisors of elec
tions are going through the
tedious process of purging
felons from voting lists,
hoping to avoid removing
people who are entitled to
vote - a problem that be
came a sore subject after
the 2000 presidential re
count.
Supervisors are re
viewing thousands of
names of people who may
not be eligible to vote
under state law because of
felony convictions. But the
lists they're working from
contain people who have
not lost their right to vote.
Some may have been
charged with a felony, but
not convicted. Some may
have reached a plea bargain
that reduced charges to a
misdemeanor. Some may
have had their voting rights
restored by the Clemency
Board.
And some may just be
on the list by mistake.
“We don't think for a
moment that all of those
names are matches," • said
Secretary of State Glenda
Hood.

people on the list are
indeed felons, that they are
the same people on voting
lists and that their voting
rights have not been
restored.
“The state has had a
tough time implementing
the law," said Kay Clem,
the Indian River County
supervisor who also serves
as president of the Florida
Association of Supervisors
of Elections.

It only took a moment for

After the 2000 elec

the Leon County elections
office to find out that there

tion, in which George W.
Bush was declared the win

were flaws.

ner by 537 votes following
five weeks of recounts and
challenges, cases popped
up around the state of peo
ple who were taken off of
voting rolls even though
they weren't felons.
A private company was
hired to identify ineligible
voters before the 2000
election, but the list it cre
ated contained scores of
errors and elections super

“Within three minutes
we identified an individual
who should not be on the
list. Right off the bat," said
Supervisor of Elections Ion
Sancho. He said one of his
employees knew the indi
vidual.
Supervisors of elec
tions in all 67 counties
have to go over the names
one-by-one and verify that

Secretary of State Glenda Hood
visors used it to remove
voters without verifying its
accuracy.
Clem said she received
three calls during the 2000
election from voters who
complained they were mis
takenly taken off voter
rolls. She allowed each to
vote.
“How do you make
somebody prove on elec
tion day that they're not a
felon?" she said. “I'd rather
err on the side of letting
them vote than not vote."
While acknowledging
that there are still problems
with this year's list, which
is provided by the Florida
Department of Law En
forcement, supervisors say
each of the counties will
verify each name before
removing someone from
voting rolls.
“We have to do
research, we have to inves
tigate. There will be no
supervisor of elections, as

they did in 2000 for exam
ple, that will utilize the list
exclusively to remove vot
ers," said Sancho. “We
understand now that the
lists are imperfect. If the
supervisor of elections
can't determine that an
individual is a felon with
100 percent certainty, they
shouldn't be removed."
Clem has sent an email to each of the supervi
sors saying that they will
discuss how to handle the
felons purge at the supervi
sors' annual conference in
Key West next month.
The National Asso
ciation for the Advance
ment of Colored People,
which criticized problems
with the voting lists after
the 2000 election, is moni
toring this year's purge.
But Charles Evans,
president of the Leon
County NAACP, said the
state is making a better
effort to make sure mis
takes aren't made.
“There is a change and
there's more concern," he
said. “I don't believe they
want to see what happened
in 2000 happen again in
2004. It would send a real
bad message to everyone
around the United States."
The American Civil
Liberties Union, Florida
Democratic Party and other
groups have expressed con
cerns over the purge.
“That's really irrespon
sible on behalf of the state
to send a list that they
know is imperfect to the
county supervisors," said
Scott Maddox, chairman of
the Florida Democratic
Party.

Man Dies in Shooting En Route to
Miami Beach Hip-Hop Festival
MIAMI (AP) - A 20year-old man was shot to
death near an expressway's
exit early last Sunday after
an argument erupted be
tween two carloads of rev
elers headed to Miami
Beach's hip-hop festival,
police said.
Malcolm Marshall, of
Hallandale Beach, was rid
ing in a 1999 Buick
Century with three friends
on Interstate 395 when he
began making flirtatious
comments to a car full of
girls that had pulled up
next to them, ‘said police
spokesman Delrish Moss.

The cars were near the
eastbound exit onto North
east 2nd Ave. in Miami.
Four more men in a
white Chevrolet Tahoe
pulled up next to the Buick
on the exit ramp, and one
of the Tahoe's passengers,
Willie James Lumsdon, 37,
of Pompano Beach, began
arguing with people in the
Buick.
Lumsdon fired one
shot at the Buick and a bul
let went through the rear
window
and
struck
Marshall. A passenger in
the Buick called police
from his cell phone but

5f\as/i

22 times since 1987. Police
did not immediately release
information on the weapon.
Authorities said the festival
on Miami Beach has been
“relatively smooth," police
spokesman Bobby Hernan
dez said. There were 61
arrests through midday
Sunday, with 51 of those
for misdemeanors such as
disorderly conduct, he said.
“As far as the arrests
go, they're right on track
with last year's numbers,"
he said.

Marshall had died by the
time their car met up with
police at an intersection
south of the downtown
area.
Moss said a county
wide alert was issued for
the Tahoe and police found
Lumsdon and his three
friends near on South
Beach about thirty minutes
after the shooting. Police
say Lumsdon has con
fessed to the crime.
Lumsdon was arrested
and is expected to be
charged with first-degree
murder, Moss said. Police
said he had been arrested
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Judges and Prosecutors in
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NATIONAL NEWS
Durham Minister Seeks to
Oust DJ for Barrino Criticism
DURHAM, N.C. (AP)
- A Durham minister has
started an online petition
drive to oust a local morn
ing radio personality for
"racially incendiary" com
ments insulting “American
Idol" winner Fantasia
Barrino.
Last Thursday, Bob
Dumas, host of WDCG's
top-rated
“Showgram",
used the term "ghetto" and
"low class" to describe
Barrino, who is black and
had a child out of wedlock.
Dumas, who is white, said
his use of the term “ghetto"
were not race-specific.
“It can be black, it can
be white, it can be
Hispanic. It can be any
body," he said.
The Rev. Paul Scott, a
Baptist
minister
and
founder of the Messianic
Afrikan Nation ministry in
Durham, said the term was
a “code word" of white
supremacists to describe
the actions of those in the
black community. He
called the term “racially
incendiary" and is circulat
ing a petition on the
Internet calling for an apol
ogy and Dumas' dismissal.
“It's a shame that the
African-American commu
nity has reached a point
where white male DJs can
feel comfortable disre
specting black women
without
consequence,"
Scott said.
As of Saturday morn
ing, there were 26 signa
tures on the petition.
The radio station's as
sistant program director
and music director Chase,
who uses only one name,
declined to repeat Dumas'
remarks but acknowledged
that Dumas used the words
“ghetto" and “low class."
He too said there was noth-

American Idol Winner Fantasia Barrino
ing racist in the remarks.
“'Ghetto' and 'low
class' don't insinuate ra
cism," he said. “It insinu
ates personality traits. He
made a point that this had
nothing to do with race."
The
station
has
received some calls and e-.
mails about Thursday's
show, Chase said.
Barrino, 19, of High
Point, defeated 16-year-old
Diana DeGarmo of Snell
ville, Ga. , in the conclusion
of the Fox network series
last Wednesday. She re
ceived a standing ovation
for “I Believe," a gospeltinged song that will
become her first single.
Dumas and then co
host Madison Lane were
taken off the air last fall
after Dumas encouraged
listeners to run bicyclists
off the road. Dumas

laughed at listeners' stories
of abusing cyclists and
even said he sometimes
throws YooHoo bottles at
them.
In 1998, the station
suspended the pair for
offering concert tickets to
listeners who took off their
clothes in downtown Ral
eigh. Dumas was also sus
pended in 1994 for remarks
containing sexual and
racial overtones during the
show's regular “True Con
fessions" segment.
Scott has led several
local protests, including
one that ended sales of a
brand of malt liquor. Scott
also objected to a CBS
miniseries that depicted
Jesus as white. He said the
image was inaccurate and
damaging to black chil
dren.

Shooting Raises Race
Questions in Cobb County ——
MARIETTA, Ga. (AP)
- Some members of the
community say a deadly
shooting in a Marietta
apartment complex has
harmed efforts to improve
race relations because
some believe the killing
was racially motivated;
Shortly after the May 8
shooting in which two
Hispanic men were killed,
police ruled out possible
gang or drug motives, say
ing the shooting instead
appeared to have been
race-related.
Witnesses told investi
gators that three black men
accused of the crime yelled
something
derogatory
about Hispanics before
they started shooting.
Marietta Police will
not say what exactly the,
men said.
Deane Bonner, presi
dent of the Cobb County
branch of the National
Association
for
the
Advancement of Colored
People, said she believes
the shooting was not moti
vated by race. Her group is
closely watching the inves
tigation - but won't get
involved unless a racial
motive is proven.
“The only way we
would get involved is if
they (Marietta police) can

prove that it was a hate
crime," Bonner said.
Meanwhile, the coun
cilwoman who represents
the area where the shooting
occurred said the incident
has set back her efforts to
bring together a racially
diverse area of the subur
ban county.
“I think it's a real
tragedy that it happened,"
said Councilwoman Betty
Hunter. “It has done a lot of
damage to our community.
We're trying to build this
area, and we're trying to
relieve fears."
Hunter has worked for
the past decade with an
organization called the
Loop Group, which is
designed to ease racial ten
sions. The group was
formed when blacks began
moving into what had been
an all-white area to build
better relationships be
tween the two racial
groups, she said.
Years later, when His
panics moved into the
same area, they faced
resentment from both
whites and blacks, Hunter
said.
“They didn't under
stand their lifestyle," she
said.
Bonner said most
blacks in Marietta have

positive relations with His
panics, especially because
they share some of the
same concerns including
employment,
education
and the criminal justice
system.
Both the NAACP and
the Loop Group work
closely with the Latin
American Association, a
nonprofit organization that
provides transitional serv
ices for Latinos.
While local groups
work to iron out racial dif
ferences, people of all
races have rallied behind
the family of one of the
men killed.
Guillermo Calderon, a
native of Mexico, left a
wife and three young chil
dren behind and was the
breadwinner for the family,
holding down jobs at
Chick-fil-A and the Sal
vation Army.
So far, more than
$5,000 has been donated to
a memorial fund set up in
his honor to help his fami
ly“Out of Guillermo's
death, I hope that the Lati
no community will under
stand that they are a valued
part of our community,"
said Leigh Colburn, princi
pal of nearby Park Street
Elementary School.

Lawyer Employs Slave Syndrome Defense
HILLSBORO,
Ore.
(AP) - A 2-year-old Bea
verton boy lost his life
because his father suffered
from post traumatic slave
syndrome and could not
see the error of his violent
ways, a Portland lawyer
says.
Randall Vogt told The
Oregonian he will argue “in a general way" - that
masters beat slaves, so his
client, Isaac Cortez By
num, was justified in beat
ing his son.
The father is charged
with murder by abuse in
the June 30 death of his
son,
Ryshawn Lamar
Bynum. An autopsy found
the boy died of a brain
injury and had a broken
neck, broken ribs and as
many as 70 whip marks on
his legs, buttocks, back and
chest that were of various
ages.
Bynum told police he
hit his son with a watch

strap during toilet-training.
He said the day before the
boy died, he was playing
“helicopter," swinging his
son around the room, when
the boy hit his head on a
table.
“He had a traditional,
Southern,
small-town,
working-class upbringing
where 'whuppin' was ac
cepted,"
Vogt
said.
“Whether that was abusive
or not, that is in the eye of
the beholder. He was raised
differently than your typi
cal kid in Beaverton."
The slave syndrome is
an untested theory that has
never been offered in court.
It comes from Joy DeGruyLeary, an assistant profes
sor in the Portland State
University
Graduate
School of Social Work.
.DeGruy-Leary testified
earlier this month that
blacks are affected by past
centuries of U.S. slavery
because the original slaves

were never treated for the
trauma of seeing relatives
whipped, raped and killed.
Because blacks never
got a chance to heal and
still face oppression, they
suffer from multigenerational trauma - and violent
or aggressive behavior
often results, she said.
Washington County
Judge Nancy W. Campbell
recently threw out DeGruyLeary's pretrial testimony,
noting that the theory has
not been proven.
But the judge said she
would reconsider the
defense for Bynum's Sep
tember trial if his lawyer
can show the slave theory
is an accepted mental dis
order with a valid scientific
basis and specifically
applies to this case.
“I think it can be
proven," Vogt said. "The
problem is it's brand new.
It's not as easy to present in
court as something that's

been established over
years."
The judge also said the
defense would have to
show Bynum, who grew up
in Mississippi, has slave
syndrome.
Besides a doctorate in
social work research,
DeGruy-Leary has a mas
ter's degree in clinical psy
chology. She said she can
offer counseling but is not
licensed to diagnose any
one.
“Post traumatic slave
syndrome is rather unique;
it's not that everybody has
it," DeGruy-Leary testified.
“If you are African

JLr

American and you are liv
ing in America, you have
been impacted."
Under cross-examina
tion by Robert Hull, Wash
ington County senior depu
ty district attorney, De
Gruy-Leary viewed Ry
shawn Bynum's autopsy
photos.
Calling the boy's in
juries excessive, DeGruyLeary said she would have
reported them. But in many
black households, such dis
cipline '”s extremely com
mon," she said.
“It falls in the rubric of
what they think is normal."
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INTERNATIONAL
American Troops to Leave Haiti at a Time
When Many Say They Need to Stay---------by Paisley Dodds
Associated Press Writer
MAPOU, Haiti (AP) The American troops who
came to Haiti to keep order
after a bloody revolt ousted
its president now find
themselves helping out in a
different crisis as they pre
pare to leave a nation dev
astated by floods.
The troops control the
few helicopters that can
reach inaccessible areas
ravaged by floods that have
killed more than 1,400 in
Haiti and the Dominican
Republic. In the past few
days, they have airlifted
more than 100,000 pounds
of food and drinking water
and evacuated the injured
from submerged towns like
Mapou.
But the Americans
symbolically hand over the
operation to a United
Nations force Tuesday,
even though only a fraction
of the planned 8,000 troops
and police are here yet.
Most of the 1,900 U.S.
troops - 1,500 of them
Marines from Camp Lejeune, N.C., - will stay until
the end of June, but what
happens after that is an
open question. The U.N.
forces haven't brought heli
copters needed to help

flood victims, and Haitians
will need all the help they
can get.
“On the one hand, we'll
leave with a sense of
accomplishment," said U.S.
Marine Lt. Col. Dave
Lapan, spokesman for the
U.S.-led multinational task
force that was sent to
secure and stabilize the
nation. “On the other hand,
there's so much this place
needs."
Most Marines arrived
three months ago, in the
days following the Feb. 29
ouster of President JeanBertrand Aristide. The
■ Marines had a mixed wel
come, with hostility from
Aristide supporters that
was much different from
the joyous reception they
got in 1994 when they
invaded to restore Aristide
after a 1991 coup.
Then, nearly a week
ago, the floods and mud
slides brought on by three
days of heavy rain wiped
out entire villages in Haiti's
southeast comer around a
farming community called
Mapou. More than 1,400
people were killed .in Haiti
and the Dominican Repub
lic, and the Red Cross esti
mates 1,500 are missing
around Mapou alone.

The troops' flood relief
efforts have muted much of
the initial criticism levied
from the Aristide crisis.
Hurrying to help people in
submerged villages, the
U.S. troops control the few
available helicopters and
have become key to getting
aid to inaccessible areas. In
the past few days, they
have airlifted more than
100,000 pounds of food
and drinking water and
evacuated the injured.
In addition, troops have
cleared mini-mountains of
garbage, refurbished slum
schools, donated notebooks
and pencils and even
played soccer with street
gangs loyal to Aristide.
Some say the U.S.
troops should stay longer.
U.S. Rep. Kendrick B.
Meek, D-Fla., last Friday
urged President! Bush to
provide more emergency
aid, saying the “American
troop presence in Haiti is
needed now more than
ever."
Proponents of that
view point to the need for a
stable, economically viable
Haiti to discourage boat
people and to fight drug
traffickers who have made
Haiti a major conduit for
Colombian cocaine bound

for the United States.
“Such American in
volvement will help pro
mote democracy and stabil
ity, thereby reducing the
possibility of illegal immi
gration," Meek said.
Meek, who represents
the U.S. constituency with
the largest Haitian popula
tion, called a planned
$50,000 in U.S. disaster aid
“a pittance and wholly
inadequate to properly re
spond to one of the worst
natural disasters in Carib
bean history."
The U.S. Marines led a
force of 3,600 including
French, Canadian and Chi
lean troops in a mission
where it's clear that with
more time they could do
more. Despite a lull in the
violence, Haitian factions
on all sides remain armed.
The
rainy
season
begins Tuesday and more
natural disasters also threa
ten. A team from the Inter
national Committee of the
Red Cross spotted dams
near three villages that ap
pear likely to burst if pres
sured with more rain, said
spokesman Bernard Bar
rette.
Desperate Mapou sur
vivors have been stealing
food aid from each other.

As military helicopters
swooped down every 10
minutes with more aid next
Sunday, some 1,000 Hai
tians stood waiting in the
90-degree heat.
“People have been hid
ing in com fields and jump
ing each other at night to
get rice and other food,"
said U.S. Marine Cpl. Scott
Rossman, 21, of Altoona,
Pa. “But at the end of the
day at least they have
food."
With hills denuded of
most trees, similar disasters
threaten other towns,
straining the U.N. force's
original task of tending to
Haiti's other daunting
needs.
“We don't have the lux
ury of time," Lapan said.
The Marines, all from
Camp Lejeune, N.C., are
scheduled to go to Iraq
next.
“Even if we stayed
here a year there are still
things that tear at your
heart," Lapan said. "You
could spend years building
schools. In a relatively
short time, we've done a lot
to help."

Jamaica
from front pg.
many parents can afford to
do both and "not having
textbooks in school they're
unprepared."
It is important that
school children be pre
pared for school and obtain
an adequate education so
they have more job oppor
tunities open to them.
Jamaica lacks industry,
which has resulted in a
Diaspora of Jamaicans,
many to Florida.
Western Union offi
cials say the company has a
commitment to community
development
in
the
Caribbean. In the past two
years,
they
invested
$500,000 in programs to
that region and the U.S.
along with $56,000 specifi-

cally to Jamaica.
Jamaica was suffering
from five-years of reces
sion and struggling to
recover when 9-11 slowed
tourism to Jamaica and
depressed their economy
again.
Hardest hit in the Ja
maican recession in terms
of job loss were those with
out adequate education and
only 87.9-percent of the
population over 15 has
ever attended school. The
recession and lack of jobs
has also increased nega
tives such as civil unrest
and violent crime as well as
cultivation of marijuana for
sale, money laundering by
Colombian narcotics traf
fickers and shipments of
cocaine from South Ameri
ca through Jamaica to
North America and Europe,

according to the CIA
Factbook.
Obviously, what happens
in Jamaica affects the rest
of the world especially the
U.S.
There are also ways for
people outside Florida or
those without a need to
wire money to Jamaica to
participate in the program at no cost to them - to pro
vide
textbooks
for
Jamaican school kids and
Western Union will also
donate $1 in those in
stances. For more informa
tion on how to participate
visit the www.westem
union.com or contact the
Western Union agent near
est you.
Hurry, the program
runs only through July and
the students receive their
textbooks in September.
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OBITUARIES
ST. PETERSBURG
RITES

BISHOP, WILLIE J„ 69,
died May 26, 2004. Survivors
include his wife, Dorothy
Bishop, St. Petersburg; three
sons, Troy, Ricky and Willie J.
Bishop, Jr., all of St.
Petersburg; two daughters,
Debra Bishop, Tampa, and
Josephine
Turner,
Montgomery, Ala.; his smoth
er, Georgia DeCosta, N.Y.;
eight grandchildren, Shawn
Turner, Terry Williams,
Danielle (Namreh) McGee,
Taura
Bishop,
Terrelle
Bishop, Latoya Bishop,
Marquel Bishop and Jamal
Bishop; one great grandson,
Savion McGee; two sisters,
Mary Bishop and Shirley
(Roy) White; one brother,
Gleason DeCosta; and several
aunts, nieces, nephews, other
relatives and friends. Smith
Funeral Home, St. Petersburg.

DENNIS, RUBY, 84,
died May 23,2004. Survivors
include five sons, Andrew
(Francine) Green, Miami,
Henry (Joyce Ann) Ford,
Crystal River, Terry Lee
Dennis, Edward Dennis and
John Lee (Jacqueline) Dennis,
all of St. Petersburg; 18
grandchildren; 55 great grand
children; and several other
relatives and friends. Smith
Funeral Home, St, Petersburg.

HOLMES, REV. JOE
NATHAN, SR., 65, died May
21, 2004. Survivors include
his wife, Cynthia Keys
Holmes; five daughters,
Crystal Starling, Carlissa
(Wendell) Mills, Jozelle
Johnson,
Vadis
(Jose)
Martinez and Nikita (Tyrone)
Shivers; five sons, Craig
(Beatrice) Holmes, Craine
(Kimberly) Niblack, Joe

CALVARY
CATHOLIC
CEMETERY
Burial Spaces

$890
Pre-Need Interest-free
program
available

Holmes, Jr., Jovan Holmes
and LaShante Keys; one sis
ter, Rosa Hopkins; three
brothers,
Moses (Mila)
Holmes, Jr., Willie James
(Kathy) Holmes and Johnnie
Holmes; 15 grandchildren;
three great grande hildren;
and several nieces, nephews,
cousins, aunts, uncles and
other loved ones. Smith
Funeral Home, St. Petersburg.

PERRY, BEULAH, 86,
died May 22, 2004. Survivors
include nieces, nephews, great
nieces and great nephews,
Evelyn Allen, Yvonne Allen,
Miriam Clark, Elaine Cuff,
Lucille Edgecombe, Louise

Evans, Linda Green, Deborah
Harvey, Lynette Jackson,
Sean Matthews, Darnell
McFarlane, LaSean Pettigrew,
W.M. Sims, Matthew and
JoAnn Sims, Willie Smith,
Dorothy Smith, Dorothy
Simons, Eljay and Alberta
Matthews and the Evans fam
ily. Smith Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.

Adele Williams; and several
other relatives and friends.
Smith Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.

7X7-572-4355

PRAISE GOD FROM
WHOM ALL
BLESSINGS FLOW.

From the Lewis family
In loving memory of Georgia Ann Lewis,
Loving Mother and Nana.
Mother - We miss the conversations, your laughter and
your sweet, caring heart. We know you are in a better
place where there is no more suffering, heartache, pain
or crying. You are our guardian angel.

PINCKNEY,
ROSE
MARIE, 58, died May 24,
2004. Survivors include one
daughter, Agaratha R. (Joe)
Johnson, St. Petersburg; one
brother, Roger Adkins, Bronx,
N.Y.; one sister, Patricia Bell,
Bronx, N.Y.; a devoted friend,

SOWELL, PAGE DAR
LENE, 31, died May 18,
2004. Survivors include seven
children, Latroun Landers,
Leyaud Landers, Ebony
Landers, Sirtez Robinson,
Jakevia Brown, Destiny
Brown and Ronsha Brown, all
of St. Petersburg; her mother,
Linda Sowell, St. Petersburg;
two brothers, Robert Sowell,
St. Petersburg, and Virgil
McBride, Tampa; one sister,
Denise (Ricky) McNair, St.
Petersburg; and several
nieces, nephews, aunts,

o SMITH
FUNERAL HOME
SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987
Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
Serve All National Cemeteries
for Veterans

March 10, 1941 June 3, 2001

Love,
Valerie, Reggie, Rafael, Nathaniel, Tracy and Damon.

Nana -1 wish jyou were still here (Teke) so you could see how much I’ve
accomplished '. You are dear to our hearts and will always be with us.

Love your grandchildren,
Tiki, Rafael, ] <eke, Cedric, Quanesha, Cassidy, Brianna and DeVonte

"It's all taken care of'
These Were the Words that
brought calm to me When my
family member passed aWay.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only Was
the funeral paid for - it Was
at prices that Were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and Won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
hoW you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

JJigL,

‘Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”

11801 - U.S. 19 N.
Clearwater, FL

uncles, cousins and friends.
Smith Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.

Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

727-894-2266 / FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005
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OF ALL THE PLACES IN THE WORLD

TAMPA BAY IS IT.

CONGRATULATIONS, TAMPA BAY.
WE'VE INCREASED OUR WORKFORCE HERE. AGAIN.
At a time when policy makers are debating the outsourcing of jobs,
Coca-Cola Enterprises and the Florida Coca-Cola Bottling Company are
keeping jobs close to home.
Our Customer Development Center in Temple Terrace just held a grand
opening. And the 400 new jobs created will bring the total number of
Coca-Cola Enterprises employees in this area to nearly 2,000. With our
Florida Division headquarters, our North American Accounting and
Transactions Facility, a production facility, and three sales and distribution
centers, we’re providing this region with more and more great employment
opportunities. And we’re very happy to be calling your home—our home.

For more information on employment opportunities with Coca-Cola Enterprises, visit
www.cokecce.com
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
The Black
Madonna
Crusades
by Daniel Banks

"Now all this was
done, that it might be ful
filled which was spoken of
the Lord by the prophet,
saying, 'Behold, a virgin
shall be with child, and
shall bring forth a son, and
they shall call His name
Emmanuel, which being
interpreted is, "God with

Then Joseph being
raised from sleep did as the
angel of the Lord had bid
den him, and took unto him
his wife: And knew her not
till she had brought forth
her firstborn Son: and he
called His name JESUS." Matthew 1:22-25
"Therefore, the Lord

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL RATES FOR:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
. •

■

Local and Long Distance Charters
Airport Transfers
Convention and Airport Shuttles
School Events / Field Trips
Senior Group Events
Church Group Events
Fraternal Events
Business Trips / Corporate Charters
Government Functions
Sporting Events
Shopping Trips
Casino Trips
Famiiy Reunions
Military Reunions
Travel Agencies
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

■800-282-8020 OR 727-526-9086

sign; Behold a virgin shall
conceive, and bear a son,
and shall call His name
Immanuel.
Butter and
honey shall He eat, that He
may know to refuse the
evil, and choose the good."
- Isaiah 7:14-15
Emmanuel, or Imman
uel, is a Hebrew name
meaning "God with us."
Immanuel is a Child whose
birth is prophesied in Isaiah
7:14, as a sign from God.
The name, in its final ful
fillment, has always been
held to refer to the Messiah
(Matthew 1:23), and it is
applied to Christ by early
Christian writers, as well as
by modem writers even to
our own day.
The Russian Orthodox
Church is more than one
thousand
years
old.
Christianity spread to
Russia from the Byzantine
Empire. In 954, Princess
Olga of Kiev was baptized.
This paved the way for the
baptism of Prince Vladimir
and subsequently, the bap

tism of Russia, in 988.
At the age of 22, Simon
Ushakov (1626 -1686) was
appointed a court painter.
He became a famous
engraver. His fame as an
iconographer was estab
lished around mid-century.
Most notable were his por
traits of Christ. His great
est artistic contributions
include the exterior fres
coes in the Dormition
Cathedral of the Moscow
Kremlin. Examples of his
work can be found in the
Tretyakov Gallery, in
Moscow.
In the painting, the ten
der youthfulness of Christ
is most appealing. From
the age of 12, when His
parents found Him speak
ing with the elders in the
temple to His baptism by
John at the outset of His
formal ministry, the Bible
is virtually silent about the
Lord's development as a
pubescent teen.
The Negro features of
Christ shocks people the

most in the United States.
However, all over Europe
(France,
Spain,
Italy,
Poland, Greece), Egypt, the
Middle East, and even
some Asian nations and
Central American coun
tries; Christ and His moth
er, Mary have always been
depicted in paintings,
sculptures, and shrines, as
having been very black.
In that Joseph was
NOT the biological father
of Christ (the Holy Spirit
was), wouldn't it stand to
reason that if Mary was
black, Christ would be
black, too, since her genes
would've been the only
ones He was conceived by?
Numerous Bible scholars,
among them Dr. Cain Hope
Felder, professor of New
Testament Languages and
Literature at Howard
University, all declare that
Mary and Joseph's lineages
were black African. (Please
reference the Original
African Heritage Study
Bible, p. 1376.)
The Russian symbols
in the lavender background
of the painting and in His
halo declare that this is a
depiction of Jesus Christ.
Note the humble brown
tunic He's dressed in and
the reddish mantle across
His shoulders. Black Afri
can chieftains commonly
wear red to orange mantles
or robes as a declaration of
rank (ref. Xhosa, Buganda,
and Maasai tribes). In the
Hausa tribe, red denotes
strength, vigor, and severi
ty in action.

PAX: 727-522-5548

St. Mark Missionary Baptist
Church Celebrates Pastor’s 9th
Anniversary------------------The St. Mark Mission
ary Baptist Church family
invites the entire communi
ty to join us during our
worship services as we cel
ebrate the 9th Anniversary
of our beloved Pastor, the
Rev. Brian K. Brown.
Along with our first lady,
Stephanie D. Brown, and
daughters, Caitlynn and
Jordan Brown, we are plan
ning an exciting time in the
name of our Lord and
Savior, Jesus Christ.
Anniversary worship
services will be held on
Friday, June 11, at 7:30
p.m. and on Sunday, June
13, at 10:45 a.m. and 4
p.m. Our 2004 anniversary
theme is "Steadfastly
Shepherding God’s People
with Sound Doctrine"
(Titus
3).
We are blessed to be

2&

ly guides our church family
towards the next level of
excellence in Kingdom
Living. Four key concepts
outline our Pastor’s vision
for St. Mark:
• Ministering to the
lost souls
• Molding the un
churched with Christ’s
transforming message
• Mirroring our community-at-large
• Magnifying God’s
Holy Word through mass
media
We welcome you to
join us in this joyous occa
sion of praise and worship
to God for blessing us with
such a loving, caring
Shepard and First Family
here at St. Mark.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

led by a spirit-filled man of
God who believes and
applies the sound doctrines
that he preaches and teach
es to all. The St. Mark fam
ily is making great strides
under Pastor Brown’s lead
ership as we press on to
become a Bible-based
haven providing hope, help
and healing (wholeness) to
citizens of the Greater
Tampa Bay area.
Pastor Brown is a
visionary who continuous-

The House
of God-----

.*,Ch«to6anAcademrofPine/fe

The House of God
cordially invites you to
attend Praise Pak-d Week
end 2004 on Friday, June
11,8 p.m. at The House of
God, 930 - 18th St. S.
On Sabbath Day, Sat
urday, June 12, Sabbath
School will be at 10:30
a.m., noon day service at
12 p.m. and evening ser
vice at 3 p.m., at Mace
donia Freewill Baptist
Church, 900 - 16th Ave. S.
Host pastor for this
event is James Paschal of
The House of God.
For more information,
caU (727) 550-2521.

4200 - 5th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33711
(727) 327-3525 or (727) 599-1787
A well-rounded program of
SUMMER FUN!!!
Language arts, creative writ
ing, spelling, penmanship,
reading and phonics.
Introduction to Kiswahili
and sign language
Movies, skating, swimming,
board games,
arts, crafts and more.

Summer 2004 only
Registration fee, $50.00 non-refundable, includes 2 tee
shirts w/school logo. Summer session 9 weeks from
Monday, May 24, 2004 thru Friday, July 23, 2004,
Monday thru Friday from 8am to 3 pm.
Ages 5 years old to 12 years old.
We look forward to having you join us at
Faith Christian Academy for a fun filled summer.
SIGN UP TODAY!
Ms. Gayle Ashwood-Sims, Director

CHURCH DIRECTORY
God
Answers

All
“Knee”
Mail!

WHEN YOU'RE DOWN TO
NOTHINC,
COD IS UP TO SOMETHINC!

f

|
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Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.

What are you doing to help the
EX-OFFENDERS IN YOUR CONGREGATION?
The Pinellas Ex-offender Re-entry Coalition is
revising its directory and would like to add your
church and the services it provides.

Email your listing to info@exoffender.org or
Fax to (727) 538-0387
This ad sponsored by the Criminal Justice Forum

Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
^1 Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon

Rev. Clarence Williams,
Pastor

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

Ordained Missionary
JJohnnie Mae Moward

Queen Street

Cad: 727 895-5239

A “Woman After
@od’s

The New Latter Day Deliverance Ministries, Inc.
800 49th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33707
(727) 322-0113 • Alt: (727) 642-9839
Toll Free: (866) 890-1400
Sunday School:.........
...10:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship:........................
11:00 a.m.
Ihesday Night Bible Study:..........................................7:30p.m.
Ihesday Night Prayer:.................................................... 7:30p.m.
Friday Night Praise Service:............
7:30 p.m.

Pastors
Elder Leon Lavelle Thomas
Pastor Vivian Powell Thomas

‘Where Jesus Is Lord’

| CONCORD MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHVRCH |
All Worship Services are held at:
855 13th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Phone: (727) 244-0831
or 244-0832
Sunday School ..........
9:30 a.m.
Worship Experience ............ .10:50 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday..................
7:00 p.m.
ln All thy Ways Acknowledge Him and He
shall direct thy path.

(Proverbs 3:6)

Rev. Willie D. Miller
Pastor

Church Ot God In Christ
Spirituady Connected

1732 9th Avenue South

Cadfor Trayers &
“Testimonies

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

Own Meart...

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm
Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

YPWW First and Third Sunday of

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Schedule of Services
Church School ............9:30
Morning Worship............ ............... 11
Baptist Training Union ..............
.5
Evening Worship.............6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Thursday............................................... 7

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.

p.m.

„

„

Rev. Brian K. Brown

Each Month after Morning Service

“One weefjrom eftureft mafes one weaf."

r
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All Nations Church of
God by Faith--------Greetings in the name
of the Father, Son and Holy
Spirit. Sunday morning
service was awesome. God
really moved in the house.
The devotion leaders really
sang their hearts out - Elder
Wilson and Elder Joan
Williams. Freddie White
confessed his sins and gave
his life over to the Lord
and God bless him. Pastor
J.L.
Williams really
prayed her heart out to the
congregation and everyone
was truly blessed.
Elder Willie Johnson
came forth with a word for
the people concerning God
and Pastor Troy Lewis
came forth like a rocket
that has just been launched
into outer space with a
powerful and mighty word

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church Pastor Earnest Jones Zion M.B.C. The Rev.
and the officers of Galilee Bradley served for many
Missionary Baptist Church years as the advisor to the
invite you to share in their Junior Women for the
2004 Annual Revival _ Progressive Missionary
beginning June 7 through
and Educational Baptist
June 11. The year's Evan State
Convention
of
gelist and workshop leader Florida. More recently, the
will be the Rev. Dr. G. I. Rev. Bradley served as
Bradley, pastor of the workshop facilitator for the
Providence
Missionary Women's
Intermediate
Baptist Church of Pal Auxiliary of the State Con
metto. The Rev. Bradley is vention.
the author of several books
The annual workshop
on church administration. will begin at 7 p.m. and the
He is a native of Bradley, revival service begins at
Fla., and a former member 8 p.m. each night. Galilee
of Union Foreign Mission Choirs will provide the
ary Baptist Association. song service and the dea
One of Dr. Bradley's great cons will be in charge of
est mentors was the. late the devotional services.
Rev. E G. Jackson, former Please come and be blessed
pastor
of
Friendship as you witness this great
M.B.C. and also Peaceful revival.

from God. He came from
the book of Habakkuk 2:34 concerning the vision once you have the vision it
is just for an appointed
time and it shall come to
pass. If we just hold out
and wait for God because
He's an on time God. He's
the Arthur and finisher of
our faith - Habakkuk 3:1719.
The man of God ex
plained this in a way that
you could understand it
and no matter what it looks
like God will give you that
ability to sustain whatever
it is that you're going
threw. Welcome back
Mother Samuels. With lo.ve
to all pastors - James and
Johnnie Williams.
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Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church"O give thanks unto the
Lord, for He is good: for
His mercy endureth forev
er." Psalm 107:1.
Greetings in the name
of our Lord and Savior,
Jesus Christ. Pastor Clar
ence A. Williams and the
Mt. Zion Church family
cordially invite you to
attend worship services
with us at 919 - 20th St. S.
this first Sunday in June.
We also invite you to all
our services in the upcom
ing week.
Our early morning ser
vice begins at 7:30 a.m.
with praise and thanksgiv
ing filling the sanctuary as
we prepare our hearts and
minds for worship. Our
Church School commences
at 9:30 a.m. Classes are
available for all ages. We
encourage you to join us as

we collectively leam more
of the Word of God togeth
er.
Our
contemporary
worship service is at 11
a.m. Join us as we lift high
the name of Jesus in song.
The Richardson Special
Chorus will provide min
istry in song throughout the
day. Pastor Williams will
proclaim the Word of God,
and Holy Communion will
be served at both services.
Come be blessed as we
feast on the Word of God!
Other
ministries
include:
• Monday - Bible
Study, 6 p.m.
• Wednesday - Early
morning prayer 6:30 a.m.;
Vintage Bible Study, 11
a.m.; Men’s Bible Study, 6
p.m.; Hour of Power, 7
p.m. If you’re in need of a

mid-week lift, join us for a
power-packed hour. Your
heart will be encouraged,
and your spirit revived.
Upcoming events:
• June 5 - Youth/
Church
School
Workshop-"Learning to
Excel" 8:30 a.m. - 12:30
p.m.
• June 13 through 17
- Join us in our Church
School Convention. This
endeavor will include all
churches of the St.
Petersburg District. Our
motto is "There is no dis
trict
like
the
St.
Petersburg District" - is
so befitting because it is
so true. We solicit your
presence and support to
help make this event a
success. Our opening pro
gram will be held
Monday evening, June 14

at 7 p.m. Mayor Rick
Baker,
Representative
Frank Peterman and
County Commissioner
Kenneth Welch and other
City officials will be pres
ent to welcome one and
all. Join us each evening
for a glorious time of song
and praise. This is one
convention you don’t
want to miss.
Looking for a church
home, we extend an invita
tion to you to join us. We as
a church share the Love of
God and the Holy Spirit
reigns. We’d love to have
you!
Thought for the week:
"God is good ALL the
time. ”
Be blessed, and have a
Jesus-filled week!

CHURCH DIRECTORY
*74^

Friendship

d/

(fad

GOD IS THE

Pillar and the Ground of Truth

Missionary Baptist

930 - 18th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(Near Tropicana Field)

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Fridays - 8:00pm
Sabbath Day (Saturdays) Prayer - 10:00am
James^PaschaI
Sabbath School - 10:30am • Afternoon Worship - 2:00pm
Come expecting a miracle!
For more information, call 727-550-2521
Home Phone: (727) 866-0643 • email: jpaschal@verizon.net

(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans
Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
7 PM Youth Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

TION TO
LOOK

Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com......

(727)896-5228

Scheduled Services:
.•

IB

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class ...............9:00 a.m
Sunday Morning Worship . . .............10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday . ...............7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ... ...............5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class ............... 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Cla ss.......... 7:00 p.m.

DOWN ON
SOMEONE

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

-

Sunday Services:

IN A POSI

Salat Johb Primitive Baptist Church"1

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

ONLY ONE

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
Elder: Tony Smith

M

F

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Early Morning
8:00 am
Senior Pastor
Church School
- 9:45 am
Mid-Moming
11:00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study
7:00 pm

j|\

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

LJ

Pastor (727) 89-2119

UZ

B
C

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Moming 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Nite Prayer Meeting, Bible Stuy 7:00 p.m.

Church School............................... 9am

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”
Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Praise & Worship Service....l0:30am

"

Diesday Services:

_

Ln ■

■ HMM'- ■ ..JIBHHi ■ HMM ■

■ HMM. ■ HMM.

Prayer Service....... .6:30pm
Bible Study.....................................7pm

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church

Join us as we (ift up the. name ofJesus

J

Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Pentecostal fenjple Church of God ip Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

—"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

Morning Glory

Sunday

9:00 a.m.

Sunday School

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

727-894-5315 • Fax: 727-894-5315
Email:
wwwJakemaggiore c@vahoo.com

Morning Worship

Church School ... . ............9:00 A.M,
New Member Class........... 9:00 A.M.
Rev. Roosevelt Hardy-. Morning Worship................10:30 A.M.
Pastor
Prayer / Bible Study .Tuesday 7:00 RM.

4100 Dr. Martin Luther King
Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

- Youth Bible Study . .Thursday 6:00 RM.
Pastor Ronald Fluker
and wife, Shana

Sunday School,...............

9:30 a.m.

Sunday Worship.........................................................11:00a.m?"
Sunday Night Disciple Training................:...6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night Worship.................................... 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer/Bible Study..................... 7:00 p.m.

A Cooperative Southern Baptist, Multi-Cultural
Church, Everyone Welcome!

Tuesday

7:30 p.m.

Prayer & Bible Study

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Intercessory Prayer

Saturday

5:45 a.m.

itding of (fod’s ffngdom”

First Baptist Institutional Church
Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518

Traveler’s Rest

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Missionary-Baptist
Church

Sunday School - 9:30

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021

a.m.

Morning Worship - ll:OO

a.m.

Come Worship With
First Baptist FamiLY

the

Mid-Morning Worship Service . .10:45 a.m.
Surtday School.........................9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Weds.)

Bethel Metropolitan

11:00 a.m.

Community Bible Study

3144 third

Rev. Godfrey King
Rev. John A. Evans

Ministry Assistants

9:30 a.m.

Blessed Hope Bible College

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

“To Be A Blessing While There Is Still Time”
For A Limeted Time Only!

Baptist Church

NO MONEY DOWN!!
Start Your College Education Today • Open Enrollment

3455 26th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311

Wednesday: Prayer Meeting/Bible Study/

www.mzprogressive.org

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com
Morning Worship: 8:00 and 11:00 A.M.

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

AWANA - 7:00 P.M

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

"Church of The Open Door -

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m

Centennial Celebration"

1903

"100 Years of God’s Favor"

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.

2003

(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Bishop Elliot and
Dr. Rosemary Johnson
President.Founder/Co-Founder

816 E. Genesee St.* Tampa, FL 33603
813-237-6076
Toll Free: 1-877-428-6588

www.blessedhopebiblecollege.org
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RELIGIOUS NEWS continues
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Friendship Missionary Baptist Church Mt. Zion Progressive
Pastor John A. Evans,
Sr., First Lady and family,
along with Friendship Mis
sionary Baptist Church,
cordially invite you to
attend worship services
with us each Sunday at
3300 - 31st St. S. We also
invite you to all church
related functions in the
upcoming week.
First church service
begins at 7:45 a.m. with de
votion being led by the
Deacon’s ministry. The
Voices of Friendship will
sing songs of praise and the
#1 Usher Ministry will

serve. Pastor Evans will
deliver the message from
God Almighty.
Church Sunday School
begins at 9:30 a.m. with the
superintendent/or assistant
superintendent in charge. A
second church service is
held at 10:30 a.m.
Tuesday, June 2: 7 p.m.
Youth Bible church enrich
ment hour is held along
with youth Choir rehearsal
and usher practice on alter
nate Tuesdays.
Wednesday, June 3:
Noon Day Bible Study
along with Bread of Life

Ministry serving lunch to
the community at large/in
need. We are presently
studying Dr. Warren's "The
Purpose Driven Life."
Come be blessed! At 7
p.m., we welcome you to
prayer service and worship
with the Praise Team
singing. Come see what
God’s purpose is for
you!!!!!
We wish to express sin
cerest condolences to Carlisa Mills and family at the
passing of her father,
Brother Holmes. Please
keep all bereaved families

Missionary Baptist

lifted up in prayer.
HEAR Ye, HEAR
Ye!!!-Our church is cele
brating its 76th anniversary
in the ministry. Contact the
church office for more de
tails at (727) 906-8300
Monday-Friday between 9
a.m. and 3 p.m.
Other pertinent news
can be found at www.fmbctheship.org or in our church
bulletins each Sunday
handed out by the Hos
pitality Ministry.
Have a God-encoun
tered week!!!!!

- Mt. Zion will host the
Armor Bearer School, led
by Terry Nance, author of
"God’s Armor Bearer," on
Saturday, June 5, from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. A continental
breakfast will be served.
For more information on
registration, workbook and
fees, please contact the
church office TODAY.
Nance will also conduct
both 8 a.m. and 10 a.m.
worship services. The pub
lic is cordially invited to
attend.
Crown Financial Min
istry: Teaching God’s peo
ple His financial princi
pals. To enroll for the next
class, contact the church
office at (727) 894-4311.
Mt. Zion is reintroduc
ing its SAFE Ministry,
Fridays at 7 p.m. at the
Kings Kid’s Academy
Building, 950 - 20th St. S.
If you or a family member
is interested in learning
about, or coping with sub

FRIENDLY REMINDER...
Saturday • June 5,2004 • 9:00 a.m.-7:OO p.m.

St. Augustine Episcopal Church
2920 - 26th Avenue South

talks, my

Front and Back Campus
• Mobile Antique Trailer Display
• Good & Not So Good Furniture
Fire Wood by the Cord
Fine BBQ Wood
To Donate ltems
or to Volunteer
Call Mordecai
at 898-6543

“My ego

• Hand Tools
• Clothes
. P|ants

humility

FOOD GALORE

acts.”

Fish Sandwiches • BBQ Sandwiches
Special ”5 Meat" BBQ Platter
Georgia Sweet Potato Pie Baked with Pecan Wood
Prepared by Uncle Mott

- Sri Chinmoy

stance abuse, please con
tact A.J. Murphy at (727)
481-2609.
KINGS KIDS SUM
MER KAMP PROGRAM
is now accepting applica
tions for ages 5-13. For
more information call Jan
Smith, Monday-Friday, 9
a.m.-5 p.m..at (727) 8944311, ext. 402.
Mt. Zion Human Ser
vices, Inc., provides after
school training and tutor
ing services for youth ages
14-18 through the Youth
Opportunity Center. The
program offers an opportu
nity to improve your
grades, on-line practice for
the FCAT, ACT/SAT prep,
earn your high school
diploma, earn your GED
and earn an opportunity to
be selected to win a free
computer.
For further informa
tion, please contact George
B. Smith, at (727) 894-4311
ext. 302.

* GOD BLESS!

• THE UNCHALLENGED PRINCE OF THE BBQ •

Post-Pentecost and
Trinity Sunday at New
Philadelphia--------------The church family of
New Philadelphia will
observe both Trinity Sun
day and Pentecost during
mid-morning service. Holy
Communion
will
be
served. Sermon proclama
tion will offer a PostPentecost homily and
emphasize importance of
Trinity Sunday in church’s
liturgical year.
No choir rehearsal will
be held on Saturday. Choir
will also not sing on
Sunday due to the absence
of music minister James
Bolden. All members will
be notified when rehearsals
resume. Persons interested
in becoming involved in
this ministry should con
tact Pastor.

Meetings of two very
important ministries will
take place on Monday
evening. The CDC will
meet promptly at 6:30 p.m.
and Trustees will meet at
7:30 p.m. Both meetings
are expected to be held
only one hour in duration.
Prompt attendance is
urged.
Christian commenda
tions are extended all
members and friends vol
unteering their efforts in
the fundraising activities of
church. The sacrificial ef
forts at dome concession
stand, and stay-at-home tea
events are very much
appreciated by church fam
ily-

“The Lord is great and is
to be highly praised; His
greatness is beyond
understanding.”
- Psalms 145:3
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Your Church

Ad Could Be Here.

Greater 81. Paul
Missionary Baplisl Church

Take all your burdeps to the Lord
apd leave then) there!

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Call
fh^ Weekly Challenger
today for rates.

Sunday School

..................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Evening Worship .... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.

Genesis Worship Center Church
1818 29th Avenue No., St. Petersburg 33713

(727) 898-5571 - Fax: (727) 898-5581 - gwcc <§> email.com

Tuesday Night
General Bible Study

10th Street Church Of God

Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting

207 - 10th Street North • SL Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 898-9407

Sunday School
Sunday Celebration Service
New Converts Class, Wed.
Home Cell Services, Thurs.

l/l/e welcome you at all times.

Rev. Clyde Williams

• 10:00am
• 11:30am
• 7:00pm
• 7:00pm

Ministry Opportunities: Dance, Drama, Choir, Praise &

Worship, Children, Youth, Men, Women, Step Team,
Cheerleading, etc.

Water of Life Christian Church

Senior Leader, Pastor Linda L. Sesler

527 49th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33707
P.O. Box 103, St. Petersburg, FL 33733
__
(727) 322-2773

si
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H

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor
Simday Morning Prayer ;........................................................................ 8:30 a.m.
Sunday School ..............................................................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.............. ................. ........................................................ 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study..............................................7:15 p.m.

MF

'

-

A Church That Makes A. Difference!

Thursday Upper Room Prayer: 6:30pm
Triumphant Thursday Bible Study: 7:15pm
Sunday School: 9:00am
Sunday Morning Worship: 10:00am

Pastor Jerome and
Keisha Jordan

Real Love, Real People...

Qbe&ieb KltUf jh&u&H

Qktdtck

“Let the one that is thirsty come”

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

(Revelation 22:17)

Early Morning Worship............................................7:00 a.m.

The church where what God's word teaches is practiced!

Sunday School......................................;...................9:30 a.m.

email: wateroflifechristianchureh@yahoo.com

Morning Worship:...................................................10:50 a.m.

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church
"A New Beginning In Christ"

io

All Worship Services are held at:
Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 Sixth Street South • St. Petersburg, Florida

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St.
Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656

Friday Tarry Service .................................... 8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School............ 11 a.m.

Scheduled Services - Sunday

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Church Education Assembly (Church School) -8:45 a.m.
Praise & Worship - 9:45 a.m.

Worship Service - 10:60 a.ih
Communion - Every First Smday ^BU jStUdy ^ Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.
Rev. Frank W. Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

Rev. Peggy M. Peterman

6*

Assistant Pastor

tde totid TitvdL rdteutef — eM otA&i (fUMttd iA ein&irt/j druud....

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

Trinity Presbyterian Church, USA
2830 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays..............................................................7:30 p.m.

Rev. G. M. Curry

p

p
L
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Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.

M

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Wofship ...................7:45 a.m.
Sunday School ...........................................9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship
;........... 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ...............5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship ......Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Comejoin us at the Church where everyone is “Welcome!

5t

CENTER

GRACE

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the
Gospel and a Christian community for everyone.

JUpla^lplpa CtfttmumtttJ Church

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
3940 - 18th Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30-10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

Ps. 127:1

O
W
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Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Phone

Sunday Services

(813) 328-9412

Sunday Service............... ;........................................................................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School ..........................................
...........................................9 30 a m
Morning Worship ............................. ,1 LOO am
Baptist Training Union ............................5:00 p m

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Weekly Services
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Prayer Tower Church OS God In Christ
1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
EIder Clarence Welch, Pastor

cfiurcfi where everybody is somebody and Christ is off.

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

Sunday Schoo110 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.

(813) 327-0593

YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin................................................................. . Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry...................................................................................................... James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry .................. ................................................................. Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry ...... .......... ..................... Wyvonnia McGee

Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Jofin Missionary (Baptist Cfiurcfi

1500 N: Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

(727) 327-8560 or (727) 322-0810
9:00 AM ...........................Prayer Time
9:30 AM ....................Sunday School
11:00 A.M ............ .......................Worship
12:30 PM After Service Fellowship
Wednesday - 6:30 PM Prayer and Bible Study

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Morning Worship.............. ...................11 a.m.
Tuesday Bible Class.................................... 8 p.m.

Phone: 727.895.7700

Communion......................................... ............. 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

Sunday School................ ........................9:30 a.m.
Night Worship............................... 7 p.m.

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 14542 • St, Petersburg, FL 33733-4542

Prayer Time - 9:30 a.m.

Baptist Training Union...........................................4:30 p.m.

All Nations Church of
God By Faith

Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling ofGod in Christ Jesus”
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency

GOD
BLESS
AMEDICA

Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life«Health*DentaI«Vision
Disability*Commercial
Liability & Bonds Also
ajPh: 727-328-9878^1
Fax: 727-328-9545^

LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

The Hospice

“When You Need Quality
Craftsmanship ”

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

(727) 492-8195

A Unique Profession!!

Bonded & Insured
Lic.#ER13012312

Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

RNs, LPNs

WRXB RADIO STATION IS

SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF
2 YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE.
COMMISSIONED. MUST POSSESS
GOOD COMMUNICATION
SKILLS AND BE PERSONABLE.
COMMISSION ONLY. PLEASE
FAX RESUME TO (727) 321-3025

PICK OF THE
WEEK!
11-15-27
39-40-48

E.O.E. We Are A Drug and Smoke Free Workplace

$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

&HHAJCNAs

FAMILY STRESS
Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.

SOFA
(1)
$492,
LOVESEAT $403, and
CHAIR $373. Set $1194.
Imported Leather matching
set, new in boxes. Must
Sell. Can deliver. 727-5846008.
BED: Brand new full dou
ble sided luxury pillow top
set in plastic. Sacrifice
$146. Can deliver. 727585-9766

HAVEA
GREATDAY!

FIREFIGHTER I EMT and
FF / PARAMEDIC
City of St. Petersburg is accepting appli
cations from 6/1 - 7/14 on M, W, F at One
4th St. N. Minimum certification of FI FF
/ EMT. Please refer to our Website
WWW.stpete.org/firepay.htm for more
information. EOE / DFWP / VP

DINING ROOM 10 pc.
formal cherry table, 6
Chippendale chairs, lighted
hutch, buffet, new in boxes.
List $5k, Sacrifice $1450.
Can deliver. 727-584-6008.
BED: A Cherry Wood
Sleigh Bed w/orthopedic
mattress set. Brand new in
boxes. $339. Must sell. Can
Deliver 727-586-3555.

One Bright Idea

Cterwater

213A Drew St.

a. Pete

“Never

iisoo 9th st. N.
233 31st St. ht

793 465 832

Madofra Beach
14995 Gulf BMt.
Stilt© C

depend on

Pinellas Park
Parksfcfe Mai!

applause.”

8-3 6-1 4-2

-Sri

After Another!

Jois Hotline:
727-7S7-1818,

ext. 8040,

MIS SPECIALIST
We're searching for an experienced IT professional to perform help-desk support functions.
The most desirable candidate will possess A +, MCP or Network + certification, as weil as
previous IT help desk support experience. Working knowiedge of MS Office Professional,
PC hardware/software. and solid understanding of basic network troubleshooting are also
required. Previous web design and/or development, as well as understanding Window
2000/XP, a plus.

HELD SUPPORT REPRESENTATIVES (DISPATCHER)
Fu||.Time & Part-Time Available
We are seeking Field Support Representatives to receive and process service calls to
dispatch to fleid staff. The qualified candidates must possess a high school diploma {or
equivalent): knowiedge of radio procedures, CSG billing system and the Pinellas County
area; and a stable work history/attendance record. Background in clerical, customer
service, radio operation and/or In technical field operations preferred.

COMMISSIONED INSTALLERS
successful candidate will install cable television services in subscriber homes.
Requires high school diploma for equivalent): strong verbal, written and Interpersonal
communication skills: knowledge of safety rules/procedures; and a valid Rorida driver's
license. Previous electronic and cable installation experience preferred.
» Career Growth potential • Benefits Package for Full-Time
• Free Cable & internet ♦ Paid vacations .
• 4G1K • Pension Plan ♦ And Morel
£dg<WF/p/K

Cog sown

bright
house

iwAgrtwri rtwft

Chinmoy

Your

right.
PISCES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20) Your childlike quality may get you
into big trouble this week if you neglect your responsibilities.
Your boss may not be in the best of moods this week. You will
reap the benefits if you put money into upgrading your residence.
Don't overload your plate.

f

For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438

Bright House Networks is delivering the future of information and entertainment,
loini ius now tojsoe for yourself!

2S30 DiewSt.

may not clear up issues.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) Creative educational pursuits
will payoff. Be on your best behavior. You should be in business
for yourself. Don't hesitate to look for alternatives that will
enable you to raise the kind of donations you need to do the job

H. & S. SWANSONS’ TOOL COMPANY
9000 68th Street North
Pinellas Park, FL 33782

(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

635 819 097

both ends.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22.-Jan. 20) Tempers may flare if you
haven't been completely honest about your intentions or your
whereabouts. Your involvement with children will be most
rewarding. Travel for pleasure will be enticing. Correspondence

Assembling of helicoils, keenserts, screws, gaskets, rivits and
other hardware. Experience and knowledge of print reading is a
plus. Immediate opening for first shift. Please apply to Dale
Redmon.

FURNITURE

CA$H 3

ARIES (Mar. 21-April 20) Uncertainties regarding your home
and family are evident. Insincere gestures of friendliness are
likely to occur. If you've taken on a lot of work, be sure to leave
some time for yourself and family. You will have a tendency to
exaggerate, which will lead to major confrontations with loved
ones.
TAURUS (Apr. 21-May 21) You can make sound financial
investments if you act fast. You are best to work at home, clear
ing up overdue projects. This could be the cause of a dispute that
may result in estrangement. You will enjoy interaction with oth
ers this week.
GEMINI (May 22-June 21) Get involved in worthwhile
endeavors and meet new friends. Competitive games will be
your forte. Don't divulge secret information. Discrimination will
be in order. Control your temper when dealing with your emo
tional partner.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) Hassles with female colleagues
may lead to problems with your boss. Coworkers may not be giv
ing you all the pertinent information. You can help sort out prob
lems that friends are facing. Try to take some time to listen to
their complaints, and in turn, do something to appease them.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Your lover will cost you dearly if you let
them. You can enhance your reputation by making contributions
to worthwhile causes. Self-improvement could bring amazing
results. You need an outlet that will not only stimulate you but
also challenge your intelligence as well.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 23) You will be subject to pushy indi
viduals if you get involved in uncertain organizations. Disputes
on the home front may be hard to avoid. You should get out and
meet some of those clients that you only speak to on the phone.
Empty promises will cause confusion.
LIBRA (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) Take advantage of money-making
ventures. Entertainment should include sports events or physical
activities. Be prepared to meet new lovers through colleagues.
You can increase the value of your dwelling. Look into residen
tial moves that will give you mbre space.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) You would be wise to consider
attending lectures that will broaden your awareness concerning
your professional direction. Romantic encounters are evident
through travel or educational pursuits. Secret affairs will only
lead to heartache. Outings with relatives or good friends will pro
vide you with stimulating conversation.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) You're ready to take action
and take over. If you're already in a relationship, use this added
energy passionately. Sudden changes in your financial situation
are likely. Minor health problems may flare up if you haven't
been taking care of yourself or have been burning the candle at

ASSEMBLY PERSON

BED: A brand new queen
double sided pillow top set
in plastic. Sacrifice $177.
Can deliver. 727-586-3555

Person:

2-6 1-4 7-5

1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157

Boley Centers for
Behavioral Health Care
has employment opportuni
ties available.
Please call our jobline or
visit our website for
an up-to-date list of our
openings.
Jobline: (727) £ 1-4819 x8
website:
www.boleycenters.org

(FL License Required)

visit us in

186

MEET
VOUR
MATCH

THERE IS A REASON TO
READ THE WEEKLY

CHALLENGER

HOTLINE
NUMBERS
The Runaway Hotline:
800-RUNAWAY
(786-2929)
Family Resources
Counseling:
(727) 384-8336
or (727) 449-8336

The Weekly Challenger
2500 Dr. M.L. King Street,
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

YOUR
AD
COULD

SUBSCRIPTION:
$30 Annually by Mail

BE
HERE
WORK
ING FOR

Name

YOU!!!
Address

City

State

Zip Code

Phone

Are you in college?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?

Is this a reneWal?

If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

Give Us a
Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

Make checks payable to:

(727) - 822-8996

CALL TODAY
"There’s a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

Chr Wrrklg ChaUt'ttiu'r
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WOMAN'S WORLD
Fantasia's a Winner, But Will
American Idol Survive?--------by Bonnie Newman Davis
BlackAmericaWeb.com
Crowned as America’s
newest idol, Fantasia Bar
rino is guaranteed a record
contract. If she’s as talent
ed as declared by the mil
lions of "American Idol"
fans who voted for her, she
also can expect an extend
ed career of song, dance,
film, product endorse
ments and never-ending
fame.
Yet music industry
observers say the likeli
hood of any "AI" contest
ant having a career as en
during as an Aretha Frank
lin or Patti LaBelle is slim
at best.
"I think the artists that
are really talented would
have a degree of longevi
ty," Portia Maultsby, direc
tor of the Archives of
African American Music
and Culture at Indiana
University, told BlackAmericaWeb.com.'Tn ear
lier times, Aretha and Patti,
who came up in the ’50s
and ’60s, were able to
maintain their popularity. I
don’t think it will occur
(with an ‘AI’ winner) rela
tive to the trends of today."
Such trends include
the nation’s short attention
span and incessant thirst
for a quick-fix that nets big
bucks. Added to the mix
are changing demograph
ics, a growing multicultur
al society, new marketing
techniques, and a continu
ous search for the next hit,
namely a single or CD that
meets sales projections,
said Maultsby.
Last year’s winner,
Ruben Studdard, is an
exception, because "he is
quite talented and sings in
a style that appeals to a
broad range of people and
is not faddish," said
Maultsby. "He also refuses
to move beyond what he
feels represents him. As
long as he maintains that
position he can have a rea
sonably successful career."
She said that "AI"
itself, which initially was
innovative and creative,

Fantasia Barrino
has become a mockery as
evidenced by the accusa
tions of racism hurled at
the show this season when
several black contestants
were voted off the show.
The show’s credibility was
questioned because "AI"
draws a disproportionate
number of black viewers.
(Last year’s Nielsen rat
ings showed 20 percent of
black households routinely
watching the show.)
Last night host Ryan
Seacrest said the show had
a record 65 million phone
votes, nearly triple from
last season’s finale.
Maultsby believes the
show will fade after anoth
er year or so because its
novelty will have worn off
and blacks will have
grown tired of being used
by the show’s producers.
"Whenever there is a
slump in the industry, the
minority culture is resur
rected" to save it, she said.
Although two blacks have
won back-to-back, it’s
unlikely to happen again
because the industry won’t
support such an imbalance
of power, she added.
Musician Miles Jaye is
unimpressed with "AI,"
saying its weakness stems
from its name. "1 don’t
subscribe to idol worship,"
said the former member of
the Village People who
also has worked with Eric
Gale, the late Phyllis Hy
man and Teddy Pender
grass.
"If you’re black, we
don’t do idol worship. The
real idol is the Coca-Cola
emblem at the bottom of
the TV screen."

Music industry
observers say the like
lihood of any “AI”
contestant having a
career as enduring as
Patti LaBelle is slim
at best.
Besides his idol wor
ship theory, Jaye pointed
out the lack of musical
diversity "AI" offers con
testants.
"As huge as rap and
hip-hop have been over the
past 20 years, it’s not
there," he said. "Nor do
you see a Rachelle Ferrell
who sings and plays piano,
or an Alicia Keys. Even
‘Star Search’ was broader.
So was ‘[The] Ted Mack
[Show].’"
Despite the criticism,
Fantasia Barrino fans are
convinced the High Point,
N.C. singer with the elec
trifying, gospel-flavored
voice, will have a long,
successful career.
Two days before his
daughter won, Joe Barrino
told BlackAmericaWeb.com that while he was
grateful for "AI," Fantasia
was "going to make it
regardless of what they
do."
Other family members
were further convinced
long before Barrino was
named this year’s winner.
"I can’t stop crying,"
said Barrino’s first cousin
Miranda Sistrunk as she
left the Greensboro (N.C.)
Coliseum where fans gath
ered to watch the night’s
results. "I’m soexcited and
I’m very proud of her."
Another cousin, Madia
Barrino summed it up, say
ing her now-famous cousin
"brought it home."

Sullivan Summit Dinner to
Honor Dr. Condoleezza Rice
and Hillary Rodham Clinton
Washington, D.C. Two of the nation’s most
dynamic and powerful
women, Senator Hillary
Rodham Clinton (D-New
York)
and
National
Security Advisor Dr.
Condoleezza Rice, will be
honored for their signifi
cant contributions in socie
ty at the 4th biennial Leon
H.
Sullivan
Summit
Awards Dinner. The dinner
will be held on Thursday,
June 17, 2004 at the
Marriott Wardman Park
Hotel in Washington, DC.
This year’s ceremony
salutes individuals who
have defied the odds to
make a positive impact on
diverse people and com
munities both domestically
and internationally. As the
only First Lady to ever be
elected to the United States
Senate, Senator Clinton is
a proven leader advocating
for the economic, political,
and social development of
communities in America,
and worldwide. Honored
for her courageous leader
ship and fierce commit
ment to her ideals and
principles, Dr. Rice exem
plifies the vision of the
Leon
H.
Sullivan
Foundation that draws
attention to how success
can be achieved by over
coming seemingly insur-

Washington DC
(NYSE: MCD) Fitness
expert Donna Richardson
teamed up with Bob
Greene, Oprah's personal
trainer and exercise physi
ologist to celebrate the
conclusion of McDonald's
Go Active! American
Challenge, a 36-day trek
across the United States to
raise consumer awareness
about the importance of
food and energy balance.
Richardson rallied local
Washington D.C. residents
to welcome the launch of
new Happy Meal Choices,
part of McDonald's bal
anced lifestyle commit
ment to children focused
on food choices, education
and physical activity. The
new Happy Meal Choices
provide children and par
ents the opportunity to mix
and match traditional

mountable difficulties.
Named
after
the
human rights activist,
statesman
and
world
leader, the Leon H.
Sullivan Foundation lega
cy continues to promote on
behalf of impoverished
people through the promo
tion of the principles of
self-help, social responsi
bility, and human rights in
the United States, Africa,
Peru, the United Kingdom,
and Poland.
Ambassador Andrew
Young, Chairman of the
Sullivan Foundation said,
"Dr. Sullivan called us to

Hillary Clinton
show great leadership; this
is the ultimate focus of the
Awards Dinner on June
17th - to honor those who
defy great odds and disre
gard obstacles along their
path."

'Summer Jam* to Take Place
in Nation's Capital--------- -------NEW YORK, NYBABS (Big and Beautiful
Sisters), an organization
for plus-size AfricanAmerican women and the
men that admire them,
will hold it's llth annual
Summer Jam July 9-12 in
the Washington, DC metro
area. The three-day event
will feature an 'American
Idol' competition, along
with seminars, book-sign
ings, give-aways and
dance parties.
Founded in 1993,
BABS is devoted to the

Mcdonald's® Introduces New
Happy Meal® Choices ———Fitness Expert Donna Richardson and McDonald's Celebrate the
Culmination of3,000-mile Trek of Go Active! American Challenge with
Bob Greene, Oprah's Personal Trainer

Condoleezza Rice

glory and positive promo
tion of full-figured black
women of all shapes and
sizes. BABS is owned and
operated
by
Tyrone
Stallings, and AfricanAmerican
entrepreneur
and professional photogra
pher along with his wife
Gayle. "BABS has come a
long way since it's first
event— which was a swim
party. I watched the plussize women come into the
pool, leave their inhibi
tions at the door and just
have a good time sur-

rounded by other volup
tuous women and their
admirers. It was a huge
success. It is no longer a
'secret' that a many
African-American men
find full-figured women
very attractive."
Summer Jam will take
place at the Hilton Hotel in
Tysons Corner, VA which
is located just outside of
Washington, DC.
For
more information call
(703) 847- 5000 or send an
email to babsbbw2000@ aol.com.

We Welcome Your
Articles of Community Interest
Genesis Worship Center Church &
African Anierican Fatherhood Association, Inc.
present

STRENGTH OF MEN
Father’s Day Gala
Bob Greene, Oprah’s personal trainer and exer
cise physiologist, fitness expert Donna
Richardson and Ronald McDonald lend a helping
hand to local Washington D.C. students as they
celebrate the launch of McDonald's new Happy
Meal Choices (Apple Dippers, 100% Minute
Maid Apple Juice and low-fat white and choco
late milk) and culminate the McDonald's Go
Active!
Happy Meal favorites like including 100% pure
french fries, hamburgers Minute Maid apple juice
and soft drinks with new and 1% low-fat white and
Happy Meal Choices: chocolate milk. Available
Apple Dippers (fresh nationwide on June 11,
peeled apple slices served McDonald's new Happy
with a low-fat caramel dip Meal Choices reinforce the
ping sauce) along with company's long-standing
new beverage choices, commitment to children.

Eric Darius

Shawn Brown Entertainment

Theo Valentin

Featured Artists

Eric Darius, Shawn Brown Entertainment, Theo Valentin,
Mike McArthur, Harmony Winds & Henry Lawrence.
Also, Daytime host, Brian Fasulo
June 20,2004 • 4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Mirror Lake Lyceum • 737 Third Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL
Enjoy an evening offine dining (full buffet) and
great entertainment for $65!

For ticket information: 727-898-5571; fax: 727-898-5581;
Email: gwcc@email.com
Strength of Men
building communities one man at a time

Spelman College's
Historic Conference
Reveals Strategies
and Tactics for
Advancing Women of
Color in Leadership —

Spelman College President Beverly Daniel Tatum
(right) and Monice Saunders, Verizon, honor
Derrick A Bell, Jr., visiting professor of law, New
York School of Law, (center) with the Legacy of
Leadership Award at Spelman LEADS first
Women of Color Leadership in the 21st Century:
It’s Our Turn Symposium and Conference. The
establishment of the Legacy of Leadership Award
demonstrates Spelman College’s commitment to
recognizing individuals who have made, and con
tinue to make, major contributions in shaping
destinies of past, current and future leaders.
Other honorees include Atlanta Mayor Shirley
Franklin; John Pepper, former chief executive
officer of Proctor and Gamble, and current vice
president, Finance and Administration, Yale
University; and Spelman Trustee Yvonne Jackson,
senior vice president, Human Resources,
Pfizer Inc.
by Denise McFall
ATLANTA - The first
leadership conference for
"women of color" to be
held at a historically Black
college or university drew
more than 1,000 women to
the campus of Spelman
College and Georgia
World Congress Center
during May 12-13. Hosted
by Spelman's Center for
Leadership and Civic
Engagement and premier
sponsor Morgan Stanley,
the "Women of Color
Leadership for the 21st
Century: It's Our Turn"
conference featured the
research
findings
of
notable . scholars,
the
Essence Window On Our
Women Report, and the
technologically driven, on
site survey of conference
participants administered
by Dr. Ella Bell of Tuck
School
of
Business,
Dartmouth College, which
provided a colorful portrait
of the attitudes and leader
ship
aspirations
of
America's women of color.
Topics explored with a
cross-generational audi
ence ranged from sexism,
racism and classism to
faith and spirituality, lead
ership development, men
toring, financial manage
ment, and the political
process.
Workshop facilitatorsand conference speakers
included noted economist
Dr. Julianne Malveaux;
The Honorable Shirley
Clarke Franklin, mayor of
Atlanta; and Dr Beverly
Daniel Tatum, president of
Spelman College.
"The presentation of
research findings and com
parative demographic and
ethnographic data provid
ed a wealth of information
to support and advance the
collective mission' of
'women of color," said Dr.

Westina Matthews, first
vice president, Merrill
Lynch. Employers of
women of color received
insight that can be used to
help enhance diversity
training in their organiza
tions
and
identify
resources
needed
to
advance more women into
senior-level positions in
both the public and private
sectors, she added.
"It is very important
that we create a supportive
sisterhood that we not for
get the significance of gen
der as we find new ways to
contribute to
society
through civic engagement,
and through Spelman,"
explained Dr. Jane E.
Smith, Spelman alumna of
the class of 1968, chief
executive officer, Business
and
Professional
Women/USA, who also
served as a panelist.
The conference was
also the occasion for the
presentation of the firstever
"Legacy
of
Leadership"
awards.
Recipients were Derrick A.
Bell, Jr., visiting professor,
New York University
School of Law; Atlanta
mayor Shirley Clarke
Franklin;
Yvonne
R.
Jackson, senior vice presi
dent, Human Resources,
Pfizer, Inc. and Spelman
trustee and alumna class of
1970, and John E. Pepper,
Jr., former chief executive
officer of Proctor and
Gamble, and current vice
president for finance and
administration,
Yale
University.
Building on the suc
cess of this year's confer
ence, the next women of
color leadership confer
ence and symposium
scheduled for May 2005.
For more information, visit
www.spelmanwomenofcolorconf.com.
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